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New member  
search functions. 

Welcome  
“Member Name!” 

 
Advancing the Profession 
 

Group Insurance Programs 
  Professional Liability  
  Term Life & Personal Accident 
  Home and Auto 
 

MBNA Affinity Program 
 

Publications 
  Plan Canada 
  CJUR 
   

By-laws 
  Schedule “A” 
  Code of Professional Practice 
  Exam Preparation Reading List 
  Work Experience Log Book 
   

Log Out 
CIP Home 

Links to 
important 

documents. 
 

Des  
hyperliens 
pour les 

documents 
d'intérêt. 

In 2005 & 2006! 
New  

e-commerce  
capabilities & more... 

Keep your personal 
contact information 

current at your 
convenience. 

MEMBERS ONLY 
 

Welcome to the newly-improved Members Only site! 
 

We invite you to explore the new features of your site, designed to be a primary 

source of information and knowledge-sharing network for planners.  
 

Update My Profile  
You can now update your own profile. Fields include company name, title,  
e-mail and other contact information.   
  
Search for Members  
Search for members by last name, membership category, company or affiliation.  
 

Future Capabilities 
Remit membership fees; register for the annual conference; apply for CPL credits; 
indicate your skills, knowledge, expertise and areas of interest; and view volunteer 
opportunities with CIP.  

 

Members Only / Section pour les membres 

www.cip-icu.ca 

 

Nouvelles 
fonctions de 
recherche 
pour les 

membres. 

Gardez vos 
informations  

à jour. 

En 2005 et 
2006 ! Des 

fonctionnalités 
de commerce 
électronique et 
plus encore... 

Bienvenue  
"nom du membre" 

 
L'avancement de la profession 
 

Programme d'assurance de groupe 
  Assurance professionnelle 
  Assurance vie et accident 
  Voiture et résidence 
 

Programme d'affinités MBNA 
 

Publications  
  Plan Canada 
  CJUR  
 

Réglements 
  Annexe "A" 
  Code professionnel  
  Liste des lectures pour l'examen 
  Répertoire des expériences professionnelles 
 

Déconnexion 
Retour à l'ICU 

Section pour les membres 
 

Bienvenue dans la nouvelle section membre ! 
 

Nous vous invitons à naviguer à travers les nouvelles applications du site 
qui permettront l'accès à une source d'information et un échange entre 
urbanistes. 
  

Mise à jour de mon profil 
Vous pouvez apporter des changements à votre profil. Les champs à 
modifier sont le nom de l'entreprise, le titre, le courriel, etc.  
 

Recherchez un membre 
Vous pouvez rechercher un membre par son nom de famille, sa catégorie, 
son employeur ou affiliation.  
 

Autres possibilités 
Payer votre adhésion annuelle; enregistrez-vous aux conférences 
annuelles; ajoutez vos crédits de formation; indiquez vos aptitutes, 
connaissances, expertises et vos centres d'intérêts et soumettre votre 
candidature pour divers comités de l'ICU. 
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In July 2003, the CIP signed a five-year Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the First
Nations Land Management Resource Centre (FNLMRC) to work collaboratively to build

capacity in land use, resource and environmental planning, and land management in First Nations
communities.

The Resource Centre is a national First Nations organization that has been mandated by First
Nations and the federal government, pursuant to the First Nations Land Management Act, to
support First Nation management of reserve lands and resources. Fourteen First Nations
communities have working framework agreements with the Resource Centre, with
approximately 50 other First Nations communities in various stages of agreement approval.

The First Nations Land Management Capacity Building Initiative has been identified in the 2004-
2006 CIP Strategic Plan and Action Plans.The initiative is expected to yield the following results:

> enhanced land use planning capacity within First Nations communities;

> facilitation of First Nations access to the professional services of CIP members;

> facilitation of training for First Nations staff and leaders involved with land, environment and
resource management; and

> enhanced public education and governance development in First Nations communities.

To date, the CIP and the Resource Centre have initiated a number of collaborative projects.
The CIP First Nations Committee has been established with representation from the Affiliates,
Association of Canadian University Planning Programs, and CIP President Ron Shishido and 
Vice President Chris Leach.The committee is currently chaired by the CIP Vice President.
The committee will be involved in the implementation of the MOU through the following actions:

> maintaining a national/affiliate forum to ensure the effective implementation of the
CIP/FNLMRC MOU;

> assisting First Nations in accessing professional services from CIP members with First Nations
work experience who are registered in the Roster of Members;

> facilitating and participating in the organization of provincial or regional First Nations land use
planning workshops under the agreement;

> providing assistance and guidance to First Nations land managers to access training and
professional development in accordance with the terms of any educational or training
programs developed under the agreement;

> reviewing and commenting on program-related documentation and processes; and

> engaging in teleconferences and, as funding/needs dictate, face-to-face meetings.

First Nations Land M
Capacity-Building In

FROM THE DESK OF CHRISTOPHER LEACH
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Affiliate representatives on the First Nations Committee are responsible for briefing their respective
councils and membership on activities related to the agreement.

Dalhousie University’s Cities and Environment Unit, under Frank Palermo’s leadership, was retained by
the Resource Centre to organize and deliver an introductory workshop on community-based planning.
The workshop, held in May 2004 in Ottawa, was attended by 30 land managers and chiefs from First Nations
communities from across Canada.

The Resource Centre organized the First Nations Lands Governance Think Tank workshop in November
2004 at Casino Rama in Ontario.The purpose of the think tank was to develop a strategy, requirements
and a work plan for preparing a generic model First Nations statutory framework for regulating land use
and development in First Nations communities.The CIP solicited letters of interest from members
interested in facilitating the workshop, and Dr. Peter Homenuck was retained by the Resource Centre
for this purpose.

Preliminary discussions have occurred between the CIP and the Resource Centre related to the development
of a conceptual framework for a professional development and training program.This will include
providing access to CIP and Affiliate conferences, seminars and professional development sessions for
First Nations land managers.

The Resource Centre asked the CIP to assemble a roster of members with experience working with
First Nations communities.The roster will be used by the Resource Centre and individual First Nations
communities to retain the services of our members to carry out a variety of planning projects.The CIP
has solicited letters of interest from members as the first step in assembling the roster.The roster has
already been used to assist First Nations communities to identify members to undertake planning work.
We are currently exploring opportunities to allow members to register on-line.

This initiative is expected to provide greater opportunities for our members to work and interact with
First Nations communities.Additional information on the initiative and notice of future opportunities will
be posted on the CIP Web site in the near future. ■

5Spring/Printemps 2005
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CIP Vice-President 
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En juillet 2003, l’ICU ratifiait un protocole d’entente de cinq ans avec le Centre de gestion
des terres des Premières nations (CGTPN) et s’engageait dès lors à collaborer avec les

Premières nations au renforcement des capacités en matière d’utilisation des terres et des
ressources et de gestion et de planification environnementale dans les communautés
autochtones.

Le Centre de gestion est le premier organisme autochtone national mandaté par les Premières
nations et le gouvernement fédéral, dans la foulée de la Loi sur la gestion des terres des Premières
nations, afin d’appuyer la gestion autochtone des terres et des ressources des réserves.
Quatorze communautés autochtones ont conclu des ententes de travail avec le Centre de
gestion; une cinquantaine d’autres en sont à diverses étapes de l’approbation d’une entente.

L’Initiative de renforcement des capacités des Premières nations en matière de gestion des
terres paraît dans le plan stratégique 2004-2006 de l’ICU et dans ces plans d’action et, selon ces
documents, on prévoit les résultats suivants :

> amélioration des capacités de planification de l’utilisation des terres dans les communautés
autochtones;

> amélioration de l’accès, pour les Premières nations, aux services professionnels fournis par les
membres de l’ICU;

> formation pour le personnel et les dirigeants autochtones qui s’occupent de la gestion des
terres, de l’environnement et des ressources;

> sensibilisation publique et mise en place de l’intendance par les communautés autochtones.

Jusqu’à présent, l’ICU et le Centre de gestion ont amorcé plusieurs projets conjoints. L’ICU a
créé un Comité autochtone qui regroupe des représentants de ses organismes affiliés et de
l’Association universitaire canadienne des programmes en urbanisme et aménagement ainsi que
Ron Shishido, président de l’ICU, et Chris Leach, vice-président de l’Institut et actuel président
du Comité. Le Comité se consacre à la mise en œuvre du protocole d’entente, à savoir :

> offrir un forum entre l’organisation nationale et les affiliés pour veiller à la mise en œuvre
efficace du protocole d’entente intervenu entre l’ICU et le CGTPN;

> aider les Premières nations à se prévaloir des services professionnels des membres de l’ICU
qui ont de l’expérience de travail auprès des Premières nations et qui sont inscrits au registre
des membres;

> faciliter et prendre part à l’organisation d’ateliers provinciaux ou régionaux sur la planification
de l’utilisation des terres autochtones en vertu de l’entente;

> fournir de l’aide et des conseils aux responsables autochtones de la gestion des terres pour
qu’ils puissent se prévaloir d’occasions de formation et de perfectionnement professionnel
conformément aux conditions des programmes d’études ou de formation élaborés en vertu
de l’entente;

DU BUREAU DE CHRISTOPHER LEACH

L’Initiative de renforcement de
Premières nations en matière 
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> revoir et commenter les documents et procédés associés au programme;

> prendre part à des téléconférences et, selon les besoins et le financement, à des réunions en personne.

Il incombe aux représentants des affiliés au sein du Comité des Premières nations d’informer la direction
et les membres de leur organisation respective des activités se rapportant à l’entente.

Le Cities and Environment Unit de l’Université Dalhousie, sous la direction de Frank Palermo, a été
recruté par le Centre de gestion afin d’organiser et d’offrir un atelier d’introduction sur la planification
basée à l’échelon communautaire.Trente gestionnaires des terres et chefs de Premières nations de toutes
les régions du Canada ont assisté à l’atelier, qui a eu lieu en mai 2004 à Ottawa.

Le Centre de gestion a organisé le premier atelier national de réflexion sur la gouvernance des terres
autochtones en novembre 2004, au Casino Rama de l’Ontario. Cette rencontre visait l’élaboration d’une
stratégie, des exigences et d’un plan de travail qui mèneront à la préparation d’un modèle générique
autochtone du cadre de réglementation sur l’utilisation et la mise en valeur des terres dans les
communautés autochtones. L’ICU a sollicité des lettres d’intérêt de ses membres prêts à diriger l’atelier
et le Centre de gestion a retenu les services de Peter Homenuck à cette fin.

Des discussions préliminaires se sont tenues entre l’ICU et le Centre de gestion en ce qui a trait à
l’élaboration du cadre conceptuel d’un programme de perfectionnement professionnel et de formation
qui comprendra notamment l’accès, pour les gestionnaires des terres autochtones, aux conférences, aux
colloques et aux séances de perfectionnement professionnel de l’ICU et de ses affiliés.

Le Centre de gestion a demandé à l’ICU de compiler un registre des membres qui ont de l’expérience
de travail auprès des communautés autochtones. Le Centre et les communautés individuelles consulteront
ce registre pour recruter des membres de l’ICU qu’ils chargeront de mener à bien différents projets.
L’ICU a sollicité des lettres d’intérêt auprès de ses membres à titre de première étape de la compilation
de ce registre. Le registre a déjà servi à aider les communautés autochtones à trouver des membres
pour prendre en charge les travaux de planification. L’ICU étudie actuellement diverses possibilités qui
permettraient aux membres de s’inscrire en direct.

L’ICU s’attend à ce que cette mesure multiplie les occasions pour ses membres de travailler et d’avoir
des contacts avec les communautés autochtones. D’autres renseignements sur ce projet, ainsi que des
avis sur les occasions futures, seront affichés bientôt au site Web de l’ICU. ■

Chris Leach, MICU
Vice-président de l’ICU 

nt des capacités des 
tière de gestion des terres
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CIP NEWS / ÉCHOS DE L’ICU

As a membership-based association, the CIP is always
looking for ways to serve you better.We endeavour to

provide timely, relevant services that will be of use to you as 
a planning professional, or to help you in your personal life.
We are very pleased to announce new and interactive
Internet-based tools that will enable you to take advantage of
capabilities built into the CIP’s national membership database.
Interested in knowing more? If so, read on to see what is just
around the corner.

Àtitre d’organisation qui existe par et pour ses membres,
l’ICU est sans cesse en quête de façons de mieux vous

servir. Nous nous efforçons de vous fournir des services
opportuns et pertinents qui vous sont utiles à titre d’urbaniste
professionnel ou dans votre vie privée. Il nous fait donc plaisir
de vous annoncer la mise sur pied de nouveaux outils
interactifs sur Internet qui vous aideront à profiter des
fonctions intégrées à la base de données nationale des
membres de l’ICU.Vous voulez en savoir plus? Continuez
votre lecture et voyez ce que l’avenir nous réserve.

Unleashing the Power of the CIP’s Membership Database
Une base de données puissante pour les membres de l’ICU

MEMBER VERIFICATION FORM

As a member, you should have recently received a verification
form from the CIP, which shows information contained in
your membership profile. Please ensure that the information is
accurate and that the CIP has your current e-mail address on
file.This is essential as it is required for member login purposes,
and because we will rely on this address to e-mail you
whatever electronic communications you choose to receive.

Each CIP member has been assigned a new User ID and
password to access the Members Only area of the CIP Web
site. Once logged in, you can change the User ID and password
at any time.

If you have not had a chance to explore the new features of
the Members Only section of our Web site, please log in soon
to check them out! New and upcoming features will include
the ability to perform the following functions:
• update your personal contact information at your convenience;
• identify areas of professional expertise that will enable

other members with similar experience to identify you;
• find other CIP members by name, company or areas of

expertise;
• take advantage of convenient new e-commerce capabilities

to pay membership fees or to register for CIP conferences;
and

• view volunteer opportunities with the CIP.

As always, privacy is of the utmost importance.You will have
the option of deciding whether or not your contact information
can be viewed by other members, and whether or not you wish
to receive third-party mailings.While respecting members’
privacy, the CIP wishes to establish stronger on-line (Internet
and e-mail-based) services that can more quickly deliver
information and opportunities that are targeted to your specific
interests.With your help, by logging in and keeping your profile
and contact information up to date, we will continue to expand
and build upon the service capabilities of our on-line database.

FORMULAIRE DE CONTRÔLE

En votre qualité de membre, vous avez dû récemment recevoir
un formulaire de contrôle de l’ICU sur lequel figurent les données
consignées dans votre profil de membre. Nous vous saurions
gré de confirmer l’exactitude de ces données et de vérifier si
l’ICU a votre adresse électronique la plus récente. En effet, vous
avez besoin de votre adresse électronique pour entrer en
communication avec le site.Aussi, nous nous servirons de votre
adresse électronique pour vous transmettre les communications
électroniques que vous choisissez de recevoir.

Les membres de l’ICU ont chacun reçu un nouveau nom
d’utilisateur et mot de passe pour pouvoir accéder à la section
réservée aux membres du site Web de l’ICU. Une fois que vous
êtes en communication avec le système, vous pouvez changer
votre nom d’utilisateur et votre mot de passe n’importe quand.

Si vous n’avez pas eu l’occasion dernièrement de visiter la
section réservée aux membres du site Web de l’ICU, allez-y
bientôt pour découvrir les nouvelles fonctions du site. Parmi
les fonctions nouvelles ou à venir prochainement, vous pourrez
notamment faire ce qui suit :
• mettre à jour vos données personnelles en tout temps;
• consigner vos domaines d’expertise professionnelle pour

permettre à d’autres membres, dont l’expérience est
semblable à la vôtre, de vous reconnaître;

• trouver d’autres membres de l’ICU en cherchant leur nom,
celui de leur entreprise ou leur domaine d’expertise;

• profiter des nouvelles fonctions de commerce électronique
pour payer vos frais d’adhésion ou vous inscrire aux
conférences de l’ICU;

• afficher les possibilités de bénévolat auprès de l’ICU.

Comme toujours, nous attachons la plus haute importance à
la protection de vos renseignements personnels. C’est à vous
de décider si vous voulez que vos coordonnées soient visibles
par les autres membres et si vous voulez recevoir des envois
de tiers.Tout en respectant la vie privée de ses membres,

New Features
Nouveautés
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Members who have not yet received a verification form or
who have any questions regarding access to the Members
Only area of the CIP’s Web site should contact the CIP office
at general@cip-icu.ca or 1-800-207-2138.

NEW FRONTIERS IN BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES AWAIT YOU AT THE
CONFERENCE

Targeting the technologically aware and well-educated planning
professional: If this is your market, we invite you to consider
profiling your organization, products or services to the more
than 500 delegates expected to attend Frontiers in Planning &
Design, the upcoming CIP/AACIP conference, to be held at the
Hyatt Regency Calgary in Calgary,Alberta, from July 17 to 20,
2005.Typical conference delegates include municipal managers,
land use planners, land developers, urban designers and architects,
GIS specialists, and natural resource managers.The program is
wide ranging and topical, and the evenings will be filled with
outings and networking functions to serve a broad cross-section
of interests.You can choose from many levels of partnerships,
each offering distinctive benefits, recognition and exposure.
From complimentary conference registrations to profiling your
company in the conference program, and from prominent
exhibit space to links to the CIP Web site, a package that meets
your business objectives is readily available.

Establishing more effective long-term marketing plans and budgets:
For the first time, the CIP is offering multi-year conference
partnerships.This newly-introduced program will help you
establish long-term planning strategies and ensure that you
have the opportunity to profile your organization at various
CIP national conference venues across the country, including
the 2006 CIP/PIBC World Planners Congress Conference in
Vancouver, British Columbia, from June 17 to 20, 2006,
immediately preceding the World Urban Forum.To explore
partnership opportunities, please visit the conference Web site
(http://www.aacip.com/cip_2005/sponsor.htm).We look forward
to your support.

SUMMER STUDENT PLANNING JOBS:
FREE WEB POSTING SERVICE

Looking for an efficient and cost-effective way to recruit for
summer student placement opportunities in your office? 
The Student Zone section on the CIP’s Web site provides
university planning students with information needed
throughout their studies. It includes a free service for
matching students with employers through a summer job
opportunities posting service, and job ads for junior planners.

As an employer, you can post notices for summer job
opportunities or entry-level positions for recent planning
school graduates free of charge. Students, meanwhile, can post
their résumés for review by prospective employers. Employers
and students can view the current listings at http://www.cip-
icu.ca/English/academic/stu_job.htm.With more than 2,300
visits a month, this has proven to be a valuable resource for
students seeking summer positions.To post your employment
opportunities, e-mail (MS Word or PDF format) to:
communications@cip-icu.ca

l’ICU souhaite néanmoins donner de l’expansion aux services
en direct (Internet et courriel) pour vous transmettre plus
rapidement de l’information et des occasions qui cadrent avec
vos intérêts.Avec votre aide, c’est-à-dire en communiquant avec
le système et en mettant à jour votre profil et vos coordonnées,
nous pourrons continuer de multiplier et d’améliorer nos
capacités de service grâce à notre base de données en direct.

Les membres qui n’ont pas reçu le formulaire de contrôle ou
qui ont des questions concernant l’accès à la section réservée
aux membres du site Web de l’ICU sont priés de communiquer
avec le bureau de l’ICU : general@cip-icu.ca ou 1 800 207-2138.

DES NOUVELLES FRONTIÈRES COMMERCIALES
À DÉCOUVRIR AU CONGRÈS 

Pour l’urbaniste professionnel instruit et au fait de la technologie :
s’il s’agit là du marché dans lequel vous vous spécialisez, nous
vous invitons à présenter un profil de votre organisation, produits
ou services aux plus de 500 délégués attendus à la conférence
de l’ICU et de l’AACIP, Frontières de l’urbanisme et du design,
prévu à l’hôtel Hyatt Regency de Calgary (Alberta) du 17 au
20 juillet 2005. Les conférences attirent habituellement des
cadres municipaux, des planificateurs de l’utilisation du sol, des
promoteurs, des concepteurs d’urbanisme et des architectes,
des spécialistes de SIG et des gestionnaires des ressources
naturelles. Le programme est très divers et thématique tandis
que des sorties et occasions de maillage sont prévues en soirée
pour desservir une vaste gamme d’intérêts.Vous avez le choix
de maints niveaux de partenariats, chacun assorti d’avantages
distincts, de reconnaissance et d’exposition. Depuis les
inscriptions gratuites à la conférence à l’inclusion du profil de
votre entreprise dans le programme, et de l’accès à des espaces
d’exposition bien en vue et des liens au site Web de l’ICU, il
existe sûrement un ensemble de modalités de participation
qui cadre avec les objectifs de votre entreprise.

Créer des plans de marketing et des budgets plus efficaces à long
terme : pour la première fois, l’ICU propose des partenariats à
la conférence étalés sur plusieurs années. Ce nouveau programme
vous aidera à élaborer des stratégies de planification à long
terme et vous permettra de présenter votre entreprise dans
le cadre de différentes conférences nationales de l’ICU partout
au pays, y compris le Congrès mondial de l’urbanisme de l’ICU
et du PIBC prévu à Vancouver (Colombie-Britannique) du 
17 au 20 juin 2006, immédiatement avant le Forum urbain
mondial. Pour en savoir plus sur les possibilités de partenariat,
visitez le site Web de la conférence :
http://www.aacip.com/cip_2005/sponsor.htm. C’est avec plaisir
que nous attendons votre soutien.

EMPLOIS D’ÉTÉ EN URBANISME POUR 
LES ÉTUDIANTS : SERVICE D’AFFICHAGE
GRATUIT SUR LE WEB

Vous cherchez un moyen efficace et économique de recruter
des étudiants pour combler les postes d’été vacants dans
votre bureau? La Zone des étudiants du site Web de l’ICU
fournit aux étudiants en urbanisme l’information dont ils ont
besoin pendant toute la durée de leurs études universitaires.
Elle intègre notamment un service gratuit qui met en rapport
les étudiants avec des employeurs qui affichent des emplois
d’été disponibles ainsi que les urbanistes qui entrent dans la
profession avec des postes vacants.

9Spring/Printemps 2005
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Students wishing to take advantage of the free résumé posting
service are invited to forward copies of their résumés (in MS
Word or PDF format) to: communications@cip-icu.ca

ScenarioPlus readers have always played the most important
role in shaping this e-newsletter’s content.As part of their
ongoing commitment to consult subscribers, ScenarioPlus
editors conducted a readership survey to collect opinions and
ensure that the publication is meeting subscriber needs.With
thanks to respondents, the ScenarioPlus team will be working
to address concerns and to incorporate suggestions.Watch
for changes to the newsletter’s content and appearance over
the next few months.

If you’re not already a reader of ScenarioPlus, you can subscribe
by sending an e-mail to scenarioplus@cip-icu.ca with
SUBSCRIBE SP in the subject line.The body of the e-mail
should include your province or state of residence.

WORLD TOWN PLANNING DAY 2004

November 8, 2004, marked the 55th anniversary of World Town
Planning Day.This international event, celebrated in some 30
countries on four continents, is an opportunity to promote
better understanding and awareness of Canadian Planners and
planning to the local community and all levels of government.
Communities showed their support through special celebration
activities, some of which have been posted to the CIP Web
site (http://www.cip-icu.ca/English/aboutplan/wtpd_act.htm).

Mark November 8, 2005, on your calendar — CIP and its
affiliates will be preparing materials to help you plan your
event.

PLAN2PLAN—NEW HOME AND NEW LOOK

Based on feedback from students, Plan2Plan introduced a fresh,
new look in the January 2005 issue. Moving from an e-mail to
a Web-based newsletter, Plan2Plan now has a new home at
http://www.cip-icu.ca/English/academic/plan2plan/index.htm,
and a new publishing schedule of every six weeks. Plan2Plan is
available free of charge to those interested in the planning
profession. If you wish to receive notification when a new
issue has been posted, send an e-mail to plan2plan@cip-icu.ca
with SUBSCRIBE P2P in the subject line. In the body of the e-
mail, please indicate your e-mail address and your province or
state of residence.

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT WORK
OPPORTUNITIES

The CIP has expanded its international focus in recent years.
Through the WorldLink Internship Program supported by CIDA,
Canadian planning students are working in Ghana, Kenya,
Vietnam and Trinidad. Upcoming opportunities include internships
in Tanzania, Brazil,Argentina, Chile and Mongolia. For further
information on international work opportunities with the CIP,
visit our Web site (http://www.cip-icu.ca/English/outreach/
worldlink.htm) or contact Michael Frojmovic at:
international@cip-icu.ca

À titre d’employeur, vous pouvez annoncer gratuitement des
postes d’été ou des postes de niveau d’entrée pour les
récents diplômés en urbanisme. De même, les étudiants
peuvent afficher leur curriculum vitae à l’intention des
employeurs. Pour voir les annonces, visitez http://www.cip-
icu.ca/French/academic/stu_job.htm. Consulté à plus de 2 300
reprises par mois, ce service est un outil précieux pour les
étudiants qui recherchent un emploi d’été. Pour annoncer vos
postes vacants, veuillez transmettre l’information (en format
MS Word ou PDF) par courriel, à communications@cip-icu.ca.

Les étudiants qui souhaitent profiter du service d’affichage
gratuit sont priés d’envoyer leur curriculum (en format MS
Word ou PDF) par courriel, à communications@cip-icu.ca.

Les lecteurs de ScénarioPlus ont toujours joué le rôle le plus
important dans la sélection du contenu du bulletin électronique.
Dans le cadre des efforts qu’elle déploie pour continuellement
consulter les lecteurs, l’équipe de rédaction de ScénarioPlus a
mené une enquête pour sonder les opinions et vérifier si la
publication satisfait les besoins des abonnés. Grâce aux personnes
qui ont répondu à l’enquête, l’équipe de ScénarioPlus peut
maintenant se pencher sur les préoccupations de ses lecteurs
et intégrer leurs suggestions. Ne manquez pas les changements
touchant le contenu et l’apparence du bulletin qui se produiront
au cours des prochains mois.

Si vous n’êtes pas déjà abonné à ScénarioPlus, il suffit d’envoyer
un courriel à scenarioplus@cip-icu.ca avec la mention
ABONNEMENT SP à la ligne objet. Dans le corps du message,
précisez la province ou l’état dans lequel vous résidez.

LA JOURNÉE MONDIALE DE L’URBANISME 2004

Le 8 novembre 2004 marquait le 55e anniversaire de la Journée
mondiale de l’urbanisme. Cette manifestation internationale,
qui est célébrée dans une trentaine de pays répartis sur quatre
continents, se prête à mieux faire connaître et comprendre les
urbanistes canadiens et la profession au sein des collectivités
et à tous les échelons de gouvernement. Les collectivités ont
signifié leur appui en organisation diverses activités spéciales
dont certaines sont décrites au site Web de l’ICU
(http://www.cip-icu.ca/French/aboutplan/wtpd_act.htm).

Notez le 8 novembre 2005 dans votre calendrier — l’ICU et
ses affiliés comptent préparer des ressources pour vous aider
à planifier votre célébration.

PLAN2PLAN—CHANGEMENT DE DOMICILE ET DE VISAGE

En se fondant sur les commentaires reçus des étudiants,
Plan2Plan a fait peau neuve avec le numéro de janvier 2005. En
effet, de format diffusé par courriel, Plan2Plan réside désormais
sur le Web, à l’adresse http://www.cip-icu.ca/English/academic/
plan2plan/index.htm et sort toutes les six semaines. Plan2Plan
est gratuit pour tous ceux et celles qui s’intéressent à
l’urbanisme comme profession. Si vous voulez recevoir un
courriel annonçant la sortie d’un nouveau numéro, envoyez un
courriel à plan2plan@cip-icu.ca, avec la mention ABONNEMENT
P2P à la ligne objet. Dans le corps du message, précisez la
province ou l’état dans lequel vous résidez.

ScenarioPlus Survey

Enquête sur ScénarioPlus
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The CIP is an active member of the National Housing Research
Committee (NHRC).The objectives of the NHRC are as
follows:

• to identify priority areas for housing-related research or
demonstration;

• to encourage greater cooperation, develop partnerships
and minimize overlap in research activities;

• to encourage support for housing research; and

• to promote dissemination, application and adoption of
research results.

The CIP is a Full Committee member and participates in a
number of working groups with relevant planning themes,
notably the Working Group on Sustainable Community Planning.
Other working groups deal with homelessness, housing and
population health, housing data, and seniors housing.

Full Committee members meet twice a year to hear reports
from the working groups, conduct round-table updates on
emerging research issues, and receive presentations on topics
of interest. NHRC members include national associations and
committees (e.g., homebuilders, construction research boards,
housing renewal groups, Federation of Canadian Municipalities,
Urban Development Institute of Canada), federal government
representatives (Canada Mortgage and Housing, NRCan,
National Research Council, Statistics Canada, Health Canada),
provincial and territorial representatives, one municipal
position that rotates between major Canadian municipalities,
and one position rotating among academic institutions.

At the most recent meeting held in November 2004, presentations
were made by Paul Cochrane on Calgary’s Sustainability
Initiative and by Pong Leung on the Natural Step Framework.
Paul Cochrane explained how the City became active in suburban
planning with the Sustainable Suburbs Policy in 1995 and also
described two innovative inner-city projects.The Bridges is a
redevelopment of a hospital property, which includes a
sustainable design element, where the City acted as developer
for a high-density, mixed-use neighbourhood.The second
project, Garrison Woods, involved redevelopment and reuse of
a Canadian forces base for mixed use. More than 500 former
military houses were moved for reuse as affordable housing.

L’ICU est actif au sein du Comité national de recherche sur le
logement (CNRL) qui a pour objectifs :
• de définir les secteurs de recherche et de démonstration

prioritaires en matière de logement;
• d’encourager une plus grande coopération, de former des

partenariats et de réduire au minimum le chevauchement
des activités de recherche;

• d’encourager l’appui de la recherche dans le domaine du
logement;

• de promouvoir la diffusion, l’application et l’adoption des
résultats des recherches.

L’ICU est membre à part entière du Comité et est actif au
sein de groupes de travail consacrés à des thèmes ayant trait à
l’urbanisme, dont le Groupe de travail sur la planification de
collectivités durables. D’autres groupes de travail se consacrent
aux sans-abri, au logement et à la santé de la population, aux
données du logement et aux logements pour personnes âgées.

Le Comité principal se réunit deux fois par an pour entendre
les rapports des groupes de travail, prendre part à des tables
rondes sur les dossiers émergents en recherche et assister à
des présentations sur des questions d’intérêt. Le Comité
principal est formé d’associations et de comités nationaux 
(p. ex. constructeurs d’habitations, conseils de recherche sur la
construction, groupes de rénovation urbaine, la FCM, l’UDI),
de représentants du gouvernement fédéral (Société canadienne
d’hypothèques et de logement, Ressources naturelles Canada,
Conseil national de recherches, Statistique Canada, Santé
Canada), de représentants des provinces et territoires et d’un
représentant municipal qui alterne entre les grandes municipalités
canadiennes et d’un représentant du milieu universitaire,
également en alternance.

Lors de la dernière rencontre du Comité en novembre 2004,
Paul Cochrane de la Sustainability Initiative de Calgary et Pong
Leung du Natural Step Framework ont fait des présentations.
Paul Cochrane a expliqué comment la ville de Calgary s’est
penchée sur la planification en banlieue avec l’adoption de la
politique sur les banlieues durables en 1995 et a rendu compte
de deux projets innovateurs en cours dans le cœur de la ville.
Le projet Bridges consiste en le réaménagement d’un hôpital,
avec un volet de design durable, dans lequel la ville a fait office
de promoteur d’un quartier à haute densité et à usages
mixtes. Le second projet, Garrison Woods, a fait intervenir le

DÉBOUCHÉS À L’ÉTRANGER POUR LES
ÉTUDIANTS

Depuis quelques années, l’ICU a élargi la gamme de ses
activités internationales. Grâce à WorldLink, le programme
international de stages pour les urbanistes appuyé par l’ACDI,
des étudiants canadiens en urbanisme travaillent au Ghana, au

Kenya, au Vietnam et en Trinité. D’autres stages seront
annoncés prochainement, notamment en Tanzanie, au Brésil,
en Argentine, au Chili et en Mongolie. Pour plus d’information
sur les stages à l’étranger, visitez le site Web de l’ICU
(http://www.cip-icu.ca/French/outreach/worldlink.htm) ou
contactez Michael Frojmovic à : international@cip-icu.ca

The CIP Contributes to Promoting Housing Research in Canada
L’ICU contribue à la promotion de la recherche sur le logement au Canada
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Pong Leung’s presentation provided an overview of the

Natural Step Framework and highlighted an example of the

resort Municipality of Whistler, British Columbia. For further

information, please visit: www.naturalstep.ca

During the membership reporting portion of the meeting,

participants listed recent publications and upcoming and

ongoing research projects and outcomes.The CIP’s involvement

in preparations for the 2006 World Urban Forum in Vancouver

was highlighted, along with the Institute’s capacity-building

projects abroad.

The next NHRC meeting will be held in May 2005 in Toronto.

CIP representatives will continue to provide updates on its

contributions to this important discussion on housing research.

Ann Joyner, a Partner with Dillon Consulting Ltd. in Toronto,

has attended several recent NHRC committee meetings on

behalf of the CIP. General information and meeting summaries

for the NHRC are located at: www.nhrc-cnrl.ca

réaménagement et la réutilisation à des fins mixtes d’une base
des Forces canadiennes. Plus de 500 anciens logements pour
les militaires ont été déménagés et réutilisés comme
logements abordables.

L’exposé de Pong Leung a donné un aperçu du Natural Step
Framework et décrit l’exemple fourni par la municipalité de
villégiature de Whistler, en Colombie-Britannique. Pour en
savoir plus, voir www.naturalstep.ca.

Pendant la table ronde, les participants ont recensé les publications
récentes et les projets de recherche prévus et en cours, ainsi
que leurs issues. Il a été question de la participation de l’ICU à
l’organisation du Forum urbain mondial de 2006 prévu à
Vancouver et des projets de renforcement des capacités mis
en œuvre par l’Institut à l’étranger.

La prochaine réunion du CNRL est prévue à Toronto en mai
2005. Les représentants de l’ICU continueront de faire le point
sur la contribution de l’Institut à cette importante initiative de
recherche sur le logement.Ann Joyner, une associée de Dillon
Consulting Ltd. de Toronto, a assisté à plusieurs réunions
récentes du CNRL au nom de l’ICU. Pour plus d’information
sur le CNRL et des comptes rendus des réunions du Comité :
www.nhrc-cnrl.ca 

Eric Aderneck PIBC
Kenneth D. Bedford OPPI
Karen A. Bennett OPPI
Leon Bensason OPPI
Jennifer J. Best OPPI
Michael G. Bissett OPPI
Donna Lee Boulet OPPI
Dr. Bruce A. Brown OPPI
Elaine M. Brunn-Shaw OPPI
Lorena M. Byers OPPI
David A. Carruthers OPPI
David J. Cash OPPI
A.Wayne Caston OPPI
Richard T. Cockfield OPPI
Mark Conway OPPI
Helen L. Coombs OPPI
Dennis S. Cuomo OPPI
Ray E. Davies OPPI
Rose Di Felice OPPI
Gordon A. Driedger OPPI
Dwayne Drobot AACIP
Frederic P. Dufault OPPI
Lilli R. Duoba OPPI
Mary E. Elder OPPI
John B. Fior OPPI
Corine A. Gain PIBC
Catherine A. Gilbert OPPI
Paul G. Goodridge OPPI
Jill K. Hogan OPPI

Mel Iovio OPPI
Mary C. Joyce-Smith OPPI
Barbara A. Kalivas OPPI
Gary R. Kay OPPI
Jennifer Kay PIBC
Barbara M. Koopmans OPPI
Pamela Kraft OPPI
Carman Lam OPPI
Christina O. Lo OPPI
Miriam Lynch OPPI
Keith A.K. Mackinnon OPPI
William F. Mann OPPI
Gillian Mason OPPI
David L. Matthews OPPI
Brian M.C McCosh AACIP
Lauren Melville PIBC
Paulina Mikicich OPPI
Christopher S. Millar OPPI
Lauren E. Millier OPPI
Thomas Mokrzycki OPPI
Ian Moncrieff OPPI
Susan M.R. O’Brien OPPI
David T. Ozaki OPPI
Jay A.F. Pausner OPPI
Lor Pellegrino PIBC
Barry H. Peyton OPPI
Marion H. Plaunt OPPI
Gary (Gurdeep) Pooni PIBC
Cynthia Rattle OPPI

Gaspare Ritacca OPPI
Vladimir Rudenko OPPI
Loretta Ryan OPPI
David M. Sauve OPPI
Glen A. Schnarr OPPI
Jason B. Sheldon OPPI
Jodi M. Shpigel OPPI
Bruce J. Singbush OPPI
David M. Smith OPPI
Kent Snyder AACIP
Louis A. Spittal OPPI
Richard L. Stromberg OPPI
Jamie N.Tellier OPPI
David L.Trotman OPPI
Kelly L.Vader OPPI
Perry Vagnini OPPI
Mayna Vancaillie PIBC
Kees Verburg OPPI
Alan Waterfield OPPI
Gerda R.Wekerle OPPI
Michael F.Wildman OPPI
Janet C.Wong OPPI
R. Geoff Woods OPPI
John A.Wright OPPI
Michael J.W.Wynia OPPI
Christine Yee OPPI
Walter N.Yewchyn OPPI

New Members
The CIP welcomes the following new full and provisional
members to the Institute:

Nouveaux membres
L’ICU souhaite la bienvenue au sein de l’Institut aux 
nouveaux membres à part entière et provisoires suivants :

Full Members
Nouveaux membres à part entière
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Aaron Bergbusch PIBC
Andrew K.J. Bickmore OPPI
Leah Birnbaum OPPI
Louis Bitonti OPPI
Dorothy A. Bochenek OPPI
David E. Capper OPPI
Stephen Carmichael PIBC
Devin L. Causley OPPI
Cleopatra Corbett PIBC
Dr. Magdy M.A. El-Bastawisy OPPI
Geoffrey England PIBC
Yansane Fode Kerfalla OUQ
Kelly E. Foisy PIBC
George Fujii PIBC
Christine Funk AACIP
Terry Fusco AACIP
Shilo L. Gempton API
Robert D. Gepp OPPI
Andrew S. Goodyear OPPI
Robert A. Graham OPPI
Kate A. Greene API
Sherman H. Griffith OPPI
Kalle A. Hakala OPPI
Trevor T. Hawkins OPPI
Sarah Herring API
Andrew Hiscox PIBC
Anne Hutton AACIP
Michael J. Hynes OPPI
J.D. Jacobs International
Angela S. Janzen OPPI
Janet L. Jay OPPI
Oliver M. Jerschow OPPI

Geraldine M. Johnston OPPI
Jean B. Lachance OPPI
Rochelle Lewis PIBC
Patricia C. Liscio OPPI
Clarissa K.Y. Lo AACIP
Christian Lupis OPPI
Eric MacDougall APCPS
Peggy A. Mahne OPPI
Curtis J. Marshall OPPI
Andrew McLeod PIBC
Dr. Peter W. Moore OPPI
Kamyar Mortazavi OPPI
Marc A. Ouellet API
Lalita Paray OPPI
Dave Reage API
Loretta Richter AACIP
Lainya Rowett PIBC
Noha Sedky PIBC
Marney J. Simmons API
Maria E. Smith OPPI
Ryan Smith PIBC
Megan T. Squires AACIP
Beverly K. Streicher OPPI
Joe Truscott PIBC
Stephen D.Turco OPPI
Josh B.Van Loon AACIP
Danielle A.Vander Byl AACIP
Eva F.Walrond OPPI
Donald Watmough PIBC
Chad Watson APCPS
Robert D.Wells OPPI
Hoi-Fung Paul Wong PIBC
Hillarie Zimmerman AACIP
Nadia E. Zuccaro OPPI

Editorial Submissions to 
Plan Canada

Plan Canada welcomes material of interest to
its readership. Submit proposals, outlines, or
drafts of articles to Plan Canada, by email to:

mseasons@fes.uwaterloo.ca

Contributors who want their material
refereed should send an electronic copy 

(in Word or RTF format) to:
Jill Grant, PhD, MCIP;

Editor for Peer-reviewed Articles;
jill.grant@dal.ca

Submissions may not exceed 2000 words;
shorter pieces are preferred.

For more detailed information, see the
submission guidelines for contributors on 

the CIP web site at:
www.cip-icu.ca/English/plancanada/writers.htm#1

Soumissions d’articles pour 
Plan Canada

Plan Canada souhaite recevoir tout article
pouvant intéresser ses lecteurs. Soumettez-nous

vos propositions, résumés ou brouillons
d’articles par courriel à :

mseasons@fes.uwaterloo.ca

Les auteurs qui souhaitent faire réviser leurs
documents par un comité de lecture sont
priés d’en envoyer une copie électronique 

(en format Word ou RTF) à 
Jill Grant, PhD, MCIP;

rédactrice responsable des articles revus par
un comité; jill.grant@dal.ca

Les articles ne devraient pas dépasser 
2 000 mots, les articles plus courts 

sont préférables.
Pour plus de détails, consultez le guide de

soumission des articles sur le site de l’ICU à :
www.cip-icu.ca/French/plancanada/writers.htm#1

In order for you, as a member, to
express your thoughts on the content
of Plan Canada, we are dedicating this
area to members’ letters and opinions.
We welcome all members’ involvement.
Please address your letters to 
Michelle Garneau, Publisher at:
garneau@vl.videotron.ca

New Provisional Members
Nouveaux membres provisoires
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By the time you read these lines, spring will be at some of our
doorsteps and not too far around the corner for the rest of us.

While our colleagues in British Columbia will be enjoying a good
Starbucks coffee at an outdoor café, our Newfoundland friends will
be having a drink of one kind or another, most probably indoors.
Nevertheless, by March 17, we will all turn in our winter hats for a
leprechaun look and pretend, if only for a day, that we are all Irish.
Isn’t that the story of Canada? So many things distinguish us from one
province to another, and yet a common set of values fundamentally
unites us.What does this have to do with planning? Well, I am tempted
to say not much, but I would be lying.There is method to my madness.
Unity in diversity is the key concept to convey, because this is, as you
may have guessed, the general interest issue of Plan Canada for 2005.
The general interest issue has one great advantage over themed
issues: chances are that everyone will find at least one article that
piques his or her interest.This year, we have been fortunate enough
to receive articles both from Canada and abroad.

On the Canadian front, articles include some thought-
provoking insights into the planning profession
(“Canada’s Hidden National Crisis”) and down-to-earth
planning practices (“Competing for Public Space: How
Maritime Cities Have Accommodated the Sidewalk
Café”).Although all articles are reviewed by our
Editorial Board, we also include a refereed article
(“Planning for Rural Amenity Migration”), which needless
to say, has been subjected to the fine-toothed comb
of blind review. For the more Cartesian minds among
our readers, we have two articles that will surely satisfy
their appetite.A model can have two meanings: a thing

most of us do not understand or something we would like to imitate.
I will let you decide which one is which after you read “A Simple
Model of Urban Density” and “Stratford Leads the Way to a New
Model for Suburban Development”. Finally, once in a while, it is nice
to follow up on surveys conducted during CIP conferences, especially
when they pertain to sustainable development.That is exactly what is
presented in “What Planners Need to Prepare for Climate Change”.

On the international scene, three articles appear in this issue. Obviously,
a lot is going on in Scotland. One article from which we could learn
much is dedicated to national planning (“The National Planning
Framework for Scotland: Lessons for Canada in Strategic Planning”).
Another is more specific to its cities (“New Visions for Scotland’s
Cities”). Finally,“Land Use Planning in China:The Emergence of a
Western Model” fits in neatly with the recent CIP initiative in China.

This issue of Plan Canada is going all out—tous azimuts—to offer
different perspectives on the same multifaceted topic that unites the
community of planners across Canada.Amazingly, it is just another
day’s work for our lot.

Lorsque vous lirez ces lignes, le printemps sera à la porte pour
certains et sur le point d’arriver pour les autres.Alors que nos

collègues de la Colombie-Britannique seront en train de siroter un
bon café de chez Starbucks sur une terrasse en plein air, nos amis de
Terre-Neuve lèveront le coude pour absorber une boisson d’une autre
sorte, fort probablement dans le confort de leur salon. Néanmoins, le
17 mars, nous échangeront tous nos tuques contre un chapeau de
farfadet et feront tous semblant, pendant un jour du moins, d’être
Irlandais. N’est-ce pas là l’histoire du Canada? Une foule de choses
distinguent les provinces les unes des autres et pourtant, un ensemble
fondamental de valeurs partagées suffit à nous unir. Qu’est-ce que
tout cela a à voir avec l’urbanisme? Et bien, même si je suis tenté de
répondre pas grand-chose, ce serait un mensonge. En effet, j’ai ici un
objectif en tête. L’unité dans la diversité est la notion clé que je
souhaite véhiculer parce que, comme certains d’entre vous l’ont
peut-être deviné, ce numéro de Plan Canada est le numéro d’intérêt
général de l’année. Le numéro d’intérêt général présente un avantage
net par rapport aux numéros thématiques : il y a des chances que
chacun y trouve son compte et tombe sur au moins un article qui
stimule son intérêt. Cette année, nous avons reçu des articles non
seulement du Canada, mais aussi de l’étranger.

Le contenu de source canadienne inclut des articles qui incitent à une
réflexion sur la profession d’urbaniste (« Canada’s Hidden National
Crisis ») et qui abordent des aspects concrets du métier (« Competing
for Public Space: How Maritime Cities Have Accommodated the
Sidewalk Café »).Tous les articles sont revus par l’équipe de rédaction,
mais ce numéro contient aussi un article qui a été revu par des pairs
(« Planning for Rural Amenity Migration ») et qui, inutile de le dire, a
été passé au peigne fin d’un examen aveugle. Deux articles sont sûrs
de plaire à ceux de nos lecteurs qui ont l’esprit plus cartésien. Un
modèle peut avoir deux significations : il peut s’agir de quelque chose
que la plupart d’entre nous ne comprenons pas ou de quelque chose
que nous aimerions imiter. Je vous laisse décider après avoir lu « A
Simple Model of Urban Density » et « Stratford Leads the Way to a
New Model for Suburban Development ».Enfin, il est agréable, de temps
en temps, de donner suite aux sondages menés lors des conférences
de l’ICU, surtout quand ils portent sur le développement durable.
C’est exactement là l’objet de l’article intitulé « What Planners Need
to Prepare for Climate Change ».

Trois articles de source étrangère sont inclus dans ce numéro.
Manifestement, les choses brassent en Écosse. Un article, qui pourrait
nous apprendre beaucoup, est consacré à la planification à l’échelon
national (« The National Planning Framework for Scotland: Lessons
for Canada in Strategic Planning ») tandis qu’un autre s’intéresse
plutôt aux villes (« New Visions for Scotland’s Cities »). Le dernier
article, intitulé « Land Use Planning in China:The Emergence of a
Western Model » s’inscrit dans la foulée de la récente initiative de
l’ICU en Chine.

Ce numéro de Plan Canada, c’est tous azimuts afin de réunir différentes
perspectives sur le même sujet polyvalent qui unit le milieu de
l’urbanisme d’un bout à l’autre du pays. Ce qui est étonnant, c’est 
que pour les urbanistes, il n’y a là rien d’exceptionnel. ■

Patrick G. Déoux, MICU, OUQ, RPP

LE MOT DU RÉDACTEUR PRINCIPAL

Patrick G. Déoux, MICU, OUQ, RPP, is a senior planner with Tecsult,
a Quebec-based engineering firm. His main interests are transportation and
strategic planning which he practises in Canada and abroad. He is a member of
both the Ordre des urbanistes du Québec and the Ontario Professional Planners
Institute. Mr. Déoux can be reached at: Patrick.deoux@tecsult.com

Patrick G. Déoux, MICU, OUQ, RPP, est urbaniste principal chez Tecsult, un
cabinet d’ingénierie du Québec. Il s’intéresse principalement au secteur des transports 
et à la planification stratégique et pratique au Canada et à l’étranger. Il est membre de
l’Ordre des urbanistes du Québec et de l’Institut des planificateurs professionnels de
l’Ontario. On peut le joindre par courriel à : Patrick.deoux@tecsult.com

FROM THE SENIOR EDITOR
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Planning for amenity migration is new.
Academic journals say virtually

nothing about it.Yet recent field research
indicates that in some Canadian
communities which are far from big
cities and not household names, more
than 30 percent of residents arrived as
amenity migrants. Amenity migration is
the movement of people to places they
find attractive for non-economic
reasons.1 For rural destinations, the
reasons include dramatic landscapes,
nearby national or provincial parks,
protected or de facto wilderness,
abundant opportunities for outdoor
recreation, warm or snowy climates,
clean air, vibrant artistic or musical
scenes, interesting local cultures, slow
pace of life, and good community life.2,3,4

Rural amenity migrants are typically
young people who move first and look
for a job later; owners of businesses
that can locate almost anywhere; people
who are employed but can live wherever
they want because their work is done 
in the air or over the Internet; people
who can live on their investments; and
early retirees.

PLANNING FOR RURAL
AMENITY MIGRATION

by Raymond Chipeniuk

Summary
In recent years, the movement of people to rural locations rich in natural and cultural amenities has become a major phenomenon in

mountainous districts of North America. Amenity migration has nevertheless received little attention from planners except those concerned
with attracting retirees. Because economists recommend planning for amenity migration as a means of economic development, but not all
kinds and amounts of amenity migration are desirable, planning tools are needed not just to increase migration but to control it as well.

Sommaire
Depuis quelques années, le déplacement de la population vers des emplacements ruraux riches en commodités naturelles et culturelles

s’est imposé comme véritable phénomène dans les zones montagneuses de l’Amérique du Nord.Toutefois, la migration mue par les
commodités d’usage a peu retenu l’attention des urbanistes, à l’exception de ceux qui cherchent à attirer les retraités. Les économistes

recommandent, à titre de mesure de développement économique, de planifier en fonction de la migration mue par les commodités,
mais comme ce type de migration n’est pas désirable sous toutes ces formes et concentrations, des outils de planification sont nécessaires

non seulement pour la stimuler, mais aussi pour la contenir.

Smithers, BC: An example of a rural community whose population and economy are being sustained by amenity migration.

REFEREED PAPER
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Net migration from cities to rural areas
first became a significant phenomenon
in North America during the 1970s.5

Until that time, far more people moved
from the country to the cities than from
the cities to the country.The “turnaround”
was short-lived, but during the later
1980s in the United States and the early
1990s in Canada, migration to non-
metropolitan amenity destinations
became important as never before.6,7,8,9,4

These settlers constitute a powerful
economic force.Across much of the
American Mountain West, amenity
migration is either the single largest
driver of economic activity or nearly
so.10,11,12 It is occurring in Oregon,
Washington, Colorado, Idaho, Montana,
Utah, New Mexico and portions of
California.5,9 When natural resource
extraction industries such as logging and
mining have scaled back employment in
a district, or disappeared altogether,
amenity migration has often stepped
into the breach. Each amenity migrant
creates 0.5 to 0.7 of a job simply through
personal spending.13 In addition, many
amenity migrants bring their businesses
with them or start up new businesses in
place.14,15 Increasingly,American states
see amenity migration as a means of
economic development.16 Economists and
rural sociologists have recommended
attracting amenity migrants as an
economic development strategy.17,18,1,11

In Canada, almost no systematic planning
is done to capitalize on amenity migration
except through attracting retirees. Every
planner knows that certain towns in the
immediate hinterland of big cities are
undergoing dramatic growth because of
the natural or cultural amenities they
offer. Outstanding examples are Whistler,
British Columbia; Canmore,Alberta;
Collingwood, Ontario; and Mont Tremblant,
Quebec. Planners are also aware that
several more isolated Canadian
communities—notably Elliott Lake,
Ontario, and Tumbler Ridge, British
Columbia—have sought second home
owners as a means of selling vacant
housing stock and, to a lesser extent,
attracting retirees.

Less well understood is that other, more
remote towns are drawing amenity
migrants, generally without any deliberate
planning effort whatsoever; for them,
retirees and second home owners are
of minor importance. In fact, there really

is no Canadian planning toolkit for
adopting amenity migration as a rural
economic development strategy.
Planning for Canadian communities rich
in natural amenities has conventionally
been framed in terms of attracting and
accommodating tourists, resort
developments, or “gateway” activity.19

Such planning is primarily concerned
with transitory visitors rather than new
residents; but new residents have
implications that differ from those of
tourists or second home owners.
Tourists do not buy real estate. Second
home owners, with their empty houses,
do not contribute social vitality to a
community.Whereas amenity migrants
tend to have strong attachment to place
and commitment to the future of the
community they have chosen,20,21

tourists and second home owners
cannot involve themselves in local civic
life, instead instilling a sense of
impermanence, aimlessness and
otherness in a place.

Not all amenity-rich rural communities
want to be resort towns or gateways.
They may see tourism as undermining
their social integrity, stability and
authenticity. However, they may also
have lost faith that timber, mining or
government will stem the decline in
their population and services. For them,

amenity migration can represent an
appealing third way. On the face of it,
planning for amenity migration should
include at least four components
besides those conventional in municipal
efforts to attract or control growth:
tools to attract amenity migrants
specifically; tools to direct and limit in-
migration; tools to measure, analyze, and
monitor amenity migration and convey
information about it to the public and
politicians; and cooperation with
provincial governments to ensure they
take amenity migration into account in
managing Crown land.Tools to increase
in-migration will include surveys
determining where residents have come
from and why, devices to interest
tourists in settling as new residents,
speakers programs,“ambassadors”
programs, and measures to protect and
improve the quality of the local
environment.16 Controlling amenity
migration will require visioning on the
topic so that residents understand how

it works, by-laws about empty houses,
and special design and location of rural
subdivisions to preserve ecosystem
functions. (Research has identified
reasons for concern about the
ecological effects of uncontrolled
amenity migration.22,23).

Some amenities that draw amenity migrants to Smithers, BC include wild country on the edge of town, downhill ski runs,
and an attractive downtown with Alpine theme frontage.
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In the Bulkley Valley of north-central
British Columbia, researchers from the
University of Northern British Columbia
are trying to develop an amenity
migration planning toolkit applicable
both locally and generally to mountain
communities distant from big urban
centres.They have the support or
interest of two towns, three Euro-
Canadian villages, three First Nations
villages, two First Nations governments,
two regional district municipalities,
three Government of British Columbia
ministries, two economic development
offices and individual citizens.The main
research effort will go into evaluating
the Bulkley Valley case for what it
demonstrates about the worth of
amenity migration planning.

The Bulkley Valley is exceptionally
beautiful. Must a locale have a dramatic
backdrop of mountains or seacoast to
stand a chance of becoming an amenity
migration destination? Not necessarily.
Extreme drama may actually discourage
some prospective migrants, if only

because competition for limited property
will drive up housing and land prices.
Careful planning may develop high-quality
environments where landscapes are less
exciting or where place-specific history
or culture is the initial attraction.As
more Canadians and Americans become
dissatisfied with large cities, they are
moving into places with hills rather than
mountains, lakeshore rather than seashore,
amateur rather than professional artists.

Barring global surprises—and we live in
an era of frequent surprises—amenity
migration may continue at high levels
and even grow.24 The tendency of
modern communications technology,
education and personal wealth
management is to liberate people from
their ties to cities, and to render them
comfortable in rural settings (if those
are where they would rather be).
Perhaps no more than a few percent of
Canadians will ever become amenity
migrants. However, that group could still
amount to one or two million people—
quite enough to sustain or revive many

a country town. Nor are Canadians the
only ones who want to migrate to high-
quality Canadian rural environments. In
short, something important is afoot in
amenity migration, and Canadian rural
planners had better prepare to deal
with it. ■

Raymond Chipeniuk, PhD, is an associate
professor in the School of Environmental Planning,
University of Northern British Columbia. He is
currently cooperating with planners, administrators,
provincial government officials and others in the
Bulkley Valley Planning for Amenity Migration
Initiative, funded in part by the Real Estate
Foundation of British Columbia. He can be reached
at: chipenir@unbc.ca
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Canada’s planning profession has
certainly served as a watchdog for

numerous critical issues.We have, over
the decades, argued forcibly for initiatives
such as the following: joint federal-
provincial policies regarding planning
and regional development; a national
debate on proper financing of metropolitan
and urban infrastructure; common
ecological and environmental practice;
and not least, a national debate about
Canada’s immigration policies and their
consequences.Virtually every issue of
Plan Canada can attest to this. Now, in
the near future, these trends will
converge in a massive way. It is really
Canada’s hidden national crisis.

Converging National Trends
A series of rapidly converging national
trends can already be discerned pointing
to a major future crisis.They involve
immigration policies, the consequences
of metropolitan growth, the need for
stable urban financing, the incipient
collapse of the welfare state, and the
great need for effective regional
planning on a permanent basis.

For example, our immigration policies
constantly augment our largest
metropolitan centres.1 Toronto gets 
half of them.Yet, for 20 years, senior
governments have neglected these same
metropolitan areas, and indeed all urban
centres.Today, urban mayors are extremely
concerned as, with inadequate resources,
they try to serve about 80 percent of
our population.2 (p. 116) Senior governments
have been steadily downloading powers
and duties to local governments without
giving them an adequate tax base.

Evidence is increasing that, with more
than 80 percent of senior government
budgets now allocated to the “welfare
state”, the welfare state is coming to an
end.As yet, no new paradigm exists to
replace it. Meanwhile, there is an evident
shortage of monies for any other
purposes, including urbanism.3 In addition,
we have used up the “bonus” that we
created from 1950 to 1970 when our
cities grew rapidly, guided by skilled
planners.They were virtually all new, and
we avoided the errors of the European
industrial cities and those of American
urbanization.4 This led Peter Ustinov, in

that period, to describe Toronto as
“New York run by the Swiss.” Now, our
major cities can, within a short period,
end up like Third World cities.

A further complexity is that the smaller
urban centres and major rural areas,
which only make up about 20 percent
of the total population but the vast
majority of our land area, are almost
forming a separate nation.While major
urban areas grow at about seven percent
a year, large areas of the Prairies,
Northern Ontario and Quebec, and parts
of Manitoba, actually lose population.5

Behind this a constitutional crisis is
emerging, with two main facets.
Inevitably in a large country such as
Canada, in fairness, rural areas are over
represented in our electoral system.
Now, large urban areas are not only
questioning this, but are also pointing
out that about two to four percent of
the population in rural areas will soon
have undue influence.The larger urban
centres, bigger than most small provinces,
are demanding recognition as a distinctive
level of government—a significant trend
that could lead to conflict.

CANADA’S HIDDEN
NATIONAL CRISIS

by Norman Pearson

Summary 
There is a hidden but emerging national crisis in Canada: the rural areas pose a major problem because they are either static or declining

and because the urban areas are not inclined to worry about their rural counterparts.This situation could place large stresses on
confederation and we need national and provincial policies to deal with it via regional planning.

Sommaire 
Une crise nationale sourde est en voie d’éclater au Canada : les régions rurales constituent un grave problème parce qu’elles stagnent 
ou déclinent et parce que les zones urbaines se soucient typiquement peu de leurs cousines rurales. Cette situation pourrait engendrer 
de lourdes pressions pour la confédération et nous devons adopter des politiques nationales et provinciales pour parer au problème,

par le biais de la planification régionale.
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Planning Implications
What is rarely discussed in the debate
about metropolitan growth is that with
an aging population, Canada is heavily
dependent on immigrants to maintain
its economy and a balanced population
structure.There is simply no national
(or provincial) strategy for redistributing
immigrants, and it will clearly take a long
time (or a real crisis) to get one.Yet in
the age of computers and with the
possibility of fast rail transport (given
new rail beds and a new regime for
railways), we could at least work out
“new towns” or “expanded” towns 
with a greenbelt policy to widen the
metropolitan regional network
structures and thus minimize the
negative effects of over-centralization.

Senior governments need to recognize
these large urban areas as the economic
engines that make possible the subsi-
dization (by transfer payments and the
like) of slow-growth or declining areas.
This needs stable urban financing geared
to the growth that is occurring.Attention
must also be given to a retrograde
trend: in their anxiety to decrease the
number of rural townships, provinces
have been combining a number of such
areas and subordinating smaller urban
centres to rural governments. Since
most such townships have an average
age exceeding 50, the net result is to
stifle the growth of these essential
places to subsidize rural life. Getting
them started again in a decade or two
will be extremely difficult. If we fail, we
face derelict regions.

For the extensive rural areas, which are
either static or declining, we need a
permanent process by which realistic
alternative scenarios can be examined
and sensible strategies adopted.This
neglected area of regional planning, which
is based on a professional approach that
is rare in Canada, is called in Britain
“town and country planning”. In the 1950s,
the term used in Canada was “community
planning”, but that died out as the
country urbanized, and our emerging

planning schools became urban oriented.
Mostly, the very largest metropolitan
areas have made some progress.

Most are now merged (e.g.,Toronto,
Ottawa, Hamilton, Montréal), and there
are some regional planning entities and
coherent long range planning processes
(the Greater Toronto Area in studies in
Toronto, and the National Capital
Commission in Ottawa-Gatineau).
Montréal has the Communauté
Metropolitaine de Montréal but has yet
to produce a statutory guiding plan.
Also, at various periods the federal
government has triggered urban
strategy initiatives, but they seem to
wither away in the face of reality.

There is the notable example of the
long-standing work in British Columbia
on growth management at the regional
district level. It deserves study and
could be a model for other areas. For
example, the rural areas around the
City of Nanaimo have had a successful
and comprehensive regional growth
management strategy for the Regional
District of Nanaimo. Many rural regions
with no regional planning are simply
evolving into potential disasters.Yet, a
viable and sustainable countryside is
crucial to national survival and well-
being.Agribusinesses cannot do it alone;
they have major crises of their own
(avian flu, mad cow disease, etc.).
Perhaps this is the nub of the problem:
We need the concept of COUNTRYSIDE
(complex compatible mixed uses) rather
than just focusing on production
agriculture and a narrow definition of
“rural” as “non-urban”.6

This challenges each of us. Behind all
this, census reports and those of the
Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development show that in all the
developed countries, the welfare state
(which began in the 1880s in Bismarck’s
Germany as a way to outflank socialists
and communists) is increasingly untenable.
When it began, and as recently as
Roosevelt’s “New Deal” in the 1930s,
five workers were available to support

one aged retired person. Now, the
trends indicate that we are heading to 
a situation where one worker has to
support five senior citizens.These
welfare state policies, which now take
75 to 85 percent of national budgets
and typically 35 to 45 percent of gross
domestic product, are becoming
mathematically impossible;3 yet an
equivalent to the “safety net” is more
necessary than in the past. New paradigms
and new concepts are clearly needed:
a major task in itself that serves as a
backdrop to all of the other critical
trends.This demographic situation is the
new explanation for high immigration
rates, which brings us full circle.

The Future
As these matters emerge and as these
trends converge, the next few decades
will rely heavily on planners to guide the
way. Most entities and agencies, and most
businesses and professions, are increasingly
swamped by the pressure of current
events. Our profession obviously has a
key role for that future. If we look back
50 years, to the time when 80 percent
of the population was rural and Canada
suddenly had the highest rate of
urbanization in the world, it was a handful
of planners who, via bodies such as the
Community Planning Association of
Canada, moved to leadership roles and
created what Peter Ustinov so much
admired.We must do so again.This
time, we have strong professions, good
academic foundations and excellent
journals to assist. It is a noble cause. ■

Norman Pearson, PhD, DBA, is in
professional practice and is an International
Planning Management Consultant. He is also
President-for-Life, Greenleaf University, St. Louis,
Missouri, where he teaches Futures Studies.
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In 2002, the Town of Stratford, Ontario,
annexed just under 400 acres of land

in the municipality’s northeast area.The
town was faced with the challenge of
creating a community that would be in
keeping with its traditions and yet still
appeal to both developers and residents
alike.A local firm was hired by Stratford
City Council to help draft the Secondary
Land Use Plan to guide the development
of the site.At first, the focus was
primarily on a number of essentially
traditional street pattern designs. But
then Stratford’s Director of Building and
Planning, Barbara Dembek, read an
article in Planning magazine about an
innovative new approach to efficient,
viable and highly marketable residential
development: the “Fused Grid”, developed
by Canada Mortgage and Housing
Corporation (CMHC).

The Fused Grid: Combining
the Best of Both Worlds
Current thinking on street pattern design
is generally divided between concerns
for either infrastructure and traffic
efficiencies, or neighbourhood aesthetics.
As a result, most suburban street
designs tend to concentrate on one of
these essential aspects, often at the
expense of the other.The traditional
early-20th-century continuous grid, for

example, offers excellent connectivity
and easy orientation for residents, but
also consumes a high proportion of land
and can be unsafe for pedestrians,
especially children.The discontinuous
loop and cul-de-sac pattern typified by
conventional suburban development
between the 1950s and 1980s, on the
other hand, provides greater safety,
sociability and improved land efficiency.
However, it can also be disorienting, and
may actually discourage pedestrians by
lengthening walking times and distances.

To help resolve this apparent incompati-
bility, the CMHC conducted a study into
residential street pattern design.Among
other conclusions, the study found that
distinct street patterns could be generated
by repeating the basic elements of two
scales: the city block, represented by the
older central districts of most modern
cities; and the “cell” scale, as exemplified
by renaissance cities, 18th-century Savannah,
Georgia, and Radburn, New Jersey, as
well as by several contemporary plans.

Through a recombination of elements
from these previous approaches, a new
cellular pattern of growth was created:
the Fused Grid. In essence, the Fused
Grid fuses the open grid of the motorized
transport scale with the virtual

discontinuous grid of the pedestrian scale,
which is interconnected by means of
squares and open spaces.The fundamental
building block of the Fused Grid is a 
16-hectare (40-acre) predominantly
pedestrian quadrant or “cell”, which is
fully accessible on foot, generally without
the need to cross a street. Each set of
four cells forms a complete district,
which is framed by two local collector
streets and two sets of parallel minor
arterial streets.

Combining the concept of a resident-
friendly “Main Street” with the convenience
of a commercial strip that both relies
on and supports transportation, these
framing roads channel development
within a zone of mixed uses in a
transportation corridor, while maintaining
residential dimensions for the arterial.
The result is that arterial roads are
transformed from inhospitable traffic
conveyors into full-fledged, pedestrian-
scaled activity generators.Within each
quadrant, residential streets act as
capillaries, where street widths are
reduced and traffic flow is low and
predictable. Higher housing densities are
located close to the arterial streets,
with more moderate densities adjacent
to the collector streets and lower
densities in the interior of the quadrant.

Stratford Leads the Way to a 
New Model for Suburban Development

by Fanis Grammenos

Summary 
The City of Stratford pioneered the application of a new planning model – the Fused Grid. In partnership with CMHC, where the model
originated, the City evaluated its merits in comparison to other models and, ultimately, adopted it while adapting it to local conditions.

This new model fuses the interconnectedness of the 19th century grid with the tranquility and safety of contemporary suburban street types.

Sommaire 
La ville de Stratford a été la première à appliquer un nouveau modèle d’aménagement – l’Îlogramme. En partenariat avec la SCHL, auteure
du modèle, la ville en a évalué les mérites par rapport à d’autres modèles et a fini par le retenir tout en l’adaptant aux conditions locales.
Ce modèle combine le carroyage typique du XIXe siècle avec la tranquillité et la sécurité des tracés adoptés dans les banlieues modernes.
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To address the need for connectivity,
open spaces are used as both structuring
elements and key connecting devices.
An extensive system of sidewalks and
walkways connects most streets, allowing
for pleasant, easy pedestrian access to
open spaces, public transit, retail stores
and other services, most of which can
be reached on foot in less than five
minutes. Plus, the interior residential
streets and walkways all connect to a
large, central open space, offering a
common meeting and recreational area
for the entire community.

Benefits of the 
Fused Grid Design
As a result of these characteristics, the
Fused Grid produces a wide range of
measurable environmental and quality of
life benefits for residents and
municipalities, while also maximizing
profitability and marketability for
developers. Compared to more
traditional models, for example, the
Fused Grid offers the following
advantages:
• expands the potential for open space

while increasing buildable area and lot
yields by approximately 19 percent;

• reduces the length of roads by up to
25 percent, lowering infrastructure
costs and reducing asphalt coverage;

• by reducing infrastructure, lowers
maintenance and replacement costs
for municipalities;

• provides a safe, efficient flow of
traffic through the perimeter parallel
roads, keeping accidents to a
minimum;

• enhances walkability by inviting easy,
pleasant pedestrian access to schools,
recreation areas, retail stores and
workplaces;

• enhances tranquility and allows for
more frequent interaction with
nature;

• offers cost-effective environmental
benefits such as improved storm
water conveyance through open
space systems; and

• creates a safe, appealing community that
raises the potential of the street to
serve as a place for chance encounters
and socializing, and where families
and children can meet and play.

The Stratford Plan: 
An Adaptive Approach
These advantages led Stratford to
consider the Fused Grid as one of a
number of possible choices for the
Stratford Northeast Secondary Plan
Area. Because it was still in its conceptual
stage, however, Ms. Dembek noted that
Stratford City Council still had some
concerns about how the Fused Grid
model would adapt to their community.

“We were looking at ways to design a
community, and this offered something
we hadn’t really seen before,” she explains.
“We were very curious, but it seemed
at first glance that the Fused Grid had
been primarily geared toward larger
cities. So we weren’t really sure how 
it might apply to our more medium-
density community of perhaps 5,000
new homes.”

A city of about 29,000 people, Stratford
wanted to maintain the qualities of a
small town with a vibrant downtown
district, surrounded by tranquil
residential neighbourhoods.To bring the
Fused Grid from theory into practice,
the CMHC and Stratford City Council
agreed to research its applicability to
the site, and incorporate it into the
planning consultant’s mandate. (The GSP
Group was the planning consultant for
the development of a secondary plan
for the Stratford Northeast lands. Chris
Pidgeon led the team on this project.)

Following an iterative period of research
and consultation, three plans were
refined and proposed by the planning
firm: one based on a pure Fused Grid;
one that was a more traditional
curvilinear subdivision; and a hybrid
concept that adapted the principles of
the Fused Grid to Stratford’s unique
needs and circumstances.To add rigour
to the research, the firm’s team
established a set of 16 criteria relating
to the interests of municipalities,
developers and residents, and evaluated
each of the three concepts according to
their relative efficiency, quality and
environmental impact.The hybrid concept
was the clear choice, and it was ultimately
selected for implementation by Stratford
City Council.

The Stratford Plan
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From Theory into Practice
“Basically, the hybrid concept takes the
best of the Fused Grid, and applies it to
a medium-density area like ours,” says
Ms. Dembek.“It was a learning process
for all of us, and the original concept
had to be adapted. But at the end, we all
looked around the table and realized,
hey, this is going to work.”

“I had shown the [CMHC presentation]
on the Fused Grid to our staff of 18
planners,” adds Mr. Pidgeon.“We had
some concerns, of course, but we were
all very excited, and the Fused Grid
turned out to be very adaptable to
Stratford’s needs.”

Essentially, the issue that the Stratford
planners had with the so-called pure
Fused Grid was that it ran the risk of
overbuilding such a modestly sized
community.The hybrid addressed this
concern by transforming the twin
arterial roads into a single arterial and a
collector road, while keeping intact such
other Fused Grid design elements as
pedestrian-friendly connectivity and
green spaces, the routing of through-
traffic to the periphery, and high intensity
uses for the arterial. Because of its
inherently cellular design, the Fused
Grid was also able to seamlessly adapt
several existing local features into the
plan, including a woodlot and two
agricultural drains.The same structure
enables efficient routing of transit
service and convenient access to the
bus stops.

The resulting design combined the best
of what the Fused Grid has to offer
with the particular concerns and
circumstances that needed to be
addressed by the Stratford team.

“A Very Realistic Design”
According to Mr. Pidgeon, this evolution
of concept into reality revealed a number
of important advantages which the Fused
Grid offers over other, more traditional,
approaches. Perhaps the most compelling
of these is that it strikes what he terms
“a better balance between the movement
of cars, and pedestrians.”

“As planners, we often tend to focus
more or less exclusively on the
automobile—how quickly we can get
cars in and out of a neighbourhood in
the morning and after work,” he notes.
“As a result, we can sometimes lose

focus of the importance of pedestrian
traffic as well, such as having green
spaces for walking and connectivity.”

“I think the Fused Grid offers a much
better balance of these two requirements
than other models.The interconnection
of all local streets promotes more
pedestrian activity, and helps ensure that
residents, and even visitors, know where
they are and how to get around. But the
design is still very efficient and effective
for the movement of traffic, with access
from all points in the community.” Mr.
Pidgeon also found the principles of the
Fused Grid to be “. . .highly adaptable.
We only had about 300 acres. But because
the 40-acre quadrants aren’t that large,
I think that even for a community as small
as 150 acres, the concept could be easily
adapted to offer a very usable approach.”

Finally, the Fused Grid offers what he
calls “a very realistic design.” 

“Because of the open spaces, lower
traffic volumes, tranquility, connectivity
and just great quality of life, it’s a highly
desirable design for residents.As a
result, it’s also a very saleable product,
which makes it realistically marketable
and profitable for developers.The bottom
line is, with just a little flexibility, the
Fused Grid can create a real win-win-win
situation for municipalities, developers
and residents. I think we’re going to be
seeing a lot more of this design across
Canada from now on.”

To find out more about the Fused Grid,
visit the CMHC Web site at www.cmhc.ca
or e-mail: fgrammen@cmhc-schl.gc.ca ■

A graduate of the University of Waterloo,
Environmental Studies and Architecture faculty,
Fanis Grammenos is a senior researcher with
the CMHC’s Policy and Research Division. Prior to
joining the CMHC, Mr. Grammenos pioneered the
design and building of environmentally conscious
housing projects.

Stratford map.
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Cities striving for “smart growth” are
trying to accommodate more growth

within their urban boundary.The aim is
to increase the average population
density of the city. If someone is willing
to build more dwellings on a lot than
traditionally would have gone there, this
necessarily helps to increase the city’s
population density, right? Wrong,
according to a new model.This model 
is based on a simple premise:
neighbourhoods with greater dwelling
density have a smaller proportion of
households with children. Many reasons
have been proposed for this, including
“blight flight”; land prices; the age,
condition and cost of urban versus
suburban housing stock; the suburban
“American dream”; marketing by
greenfield developers; zoning differences;
the presence of apartments; the ethnic
and racial composition of the inner city;
real or perceived crime rate; quality and
funding of schools and other amenities;
attractiveness of the urban lifestyle to
certain age groups; distance from the
central business district; and so on.

A SIMPLE MODEL OF
URBAN DENSITY

by Martin Laplante

Summary
A new model of urban density shows that increasing the dwelling density of a neighbourhood does not necessarily increase its population
density. It also shows that increasing density in one place can lead to decreases elsewhere. One of its conclusions is that a uniform density

over a large area leads to a higher average population density for a city than any combination of higher and lower density areas.

Sommaire
Un nouveau modèle de mesure de la densité urbaine révèle que l’augmentation de la densité des logements dans un quartier ne signifie

pas forcément une hausse de la densité de population. Il révèle également que l’augmentation de la densité à un endroit peut donner lieu 
à des diminutions ailleurs. L’étude conclut notamment qu’une densité uniforme sur une partie importante d’une ville donnée se traduit par

une densité moyenne supérieure à celle de n’importe quelle combinaison de zones de densité supérieure et inférieure.

Households with children tend not to live in or near higher density apartment buildings. Because of the loss of larger
households, higher dwelling density does not necessarily result in higher population density.
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Whether the reason is intrinsic to density
or caused by other factors that vary with
density, the interplay between this
behaviour and land use planning can be
modeled without diagnosing its root
causes. In implementing a Smart Growth
agenda, it is useful to predict to what
degree increasing density in one
neighbourhood may decrease it elsewhere
in the city.

Households With and 
Without Children
The model (see sidebar for details) uses
a linear relationship between dwelling
density and percentage of households
having children, as illustrated in figure 1.
This example is from the City of Ottawa
in 2001.At very low densities, about 
55 percent of households have children.
As dwelling density increases, the
proportion of households with children
drops, approaching a limit of zero
somewhere beyond 5,000 dwellings per
square kilometre.The exact numbers
vary from city to city.

The population of the city is split into
two segments, households with and
without children. For each
neighbourhood, we look at both
segments individually, then add them
together to get the total population.
Figure 2 shows the relationship between
population density and dwelling density.
The chart has two areas.The shaded
area is the population density of
households with children, plotted versus

Summer/Été 2004

More Details of the Model
The model multiplies dwelling density (dwelling units per square kilometer) by average household
size (persons per dwelling) to get population density (persons per square kilometer).The population
is separated into two segments, households with children and households without.

For simplicity, the model uses a linear relationship between dwelling density and proportion of
households with children (figure 1), which is a good fit to the data.The densities per square
kilometre use gross land area, which includes non-residential uses, transportation infrastructure and
natural areas. Enumeration areas having significant non-residential components are discarded, or
their effective areas are reduced proportionally, as are those with near-zero population.Areas are
grouped into traditional quasi-standard neighbourhood groupings.

The model presumes that the size of both types of households, with and without children, does not
vary with density. Using different relative sizes of the two types of households does not affect the
qualitative conclusions.

To illustrate how increasing density in one place can decrease overall density, let us look at a city
made of two equal neighbourhoods A and B.The total population of each type of household is fixed.
Increase dwelling density in A and the proportion of households with children will decrease in A but
increase in B to keep the total constant.The change in proportion of household types makes the
average densities of B decrease. Because of the downward curve of the line, the population density
decrease in B is always greater than the increase in A, so the average density of the city will be
lower than before.

Limitations of the Model
The model is inaccurate for the very lowest and the very highest dwelling densities. However,
neighbourhoods of the very lowest density have virtually no population, and most cities have no
high-density neighbourhoods for which the model is inaccurate.Theoretically, the model can predict
a negative percentage of children, but it tends not to do so within the range of densities that the
city actually has.

Social changes are changing the values of the few parameters of the model: average household sizes
have shrunk, as has the average percentage of childless households.While this evolution does not
change the overall policy conclusions, it may change the break-even point—the density above which
further increases are counter-productive.

The model does not try to predict the “if-you-build-it-they-will-come” factor.The housing choices of
families might be affected by an inadequate supply of suitable higher density housing options.While
that is also a worthwhile debate, this model uses current behaviour, not predicted future changes to
it.Again this would change the break-even point but not the conclusions. Of course, a model this
simple is more appropriate for educational purposes than for prediction.A more complete predictive
model would consider density as one of many factors in individual choices of where to live, using a
data-intensive discrete choice model such as UrbanSim.

% Households with Children by Neighbourhood, Ottawa
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Figure 1: Percent households with children versus dwelling density by neighbourhood.
The solid line is from the model; the data points come from 2001 Census data for the
city of Ottawa. Each point represents a neighbourhood. Higher density neighbourhoods
have a smaller proportion of households with children.
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Figure 2: Contribution to population density of both types of household, with and
without children, for neighbourhoods of different dwelling density. The solid line is the
population density for neighbourhoods of different density. As dwelling density gets
very high, population density starts to decline.

Dwelling Density
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dwelling density.The unshaded area is
the population density of childless
households, so the solid line above
represents the total population density,
the sum of the two segments.

Follow the dashed line (population density
of households with children) as dwelling
density increases. Households rise sharply
at first, then as density rises, fewer and
fewer newcomers have children and the
line levels off.At the highest point, not
only does growth bring no new children,
but existing families start to decline, then
drop sharply. Now follow the top line, the
total population density by neighbourhood.
As we reach the higher end of the density
scale, further increasing dwelling density
actually decreases population density.
This is because larger households with
children decline faster than the increase
in population from childless households.
When one household of four leaves and
two new households of one arrive, there
are more households but fewer people.
Increasing dwelling density in that area
reduces population density in that 
same area.

However, an even greater effect is that
increasing dwelling density in any
neighbourhood whose dwelling density
is already above average, even if it
increases population density locally,
reduces population densities elsewhere
in the city by a greater amount, for a
net loss in population density city-wide.

Optimal Distribution 
of Densities
What is the optimal distribution of
densities, to minimize the total amount
of land used in a city? Is it better to
have one very dense area with fewer
children, and some lower density areas
with more children, or should there be
a more uniform intermediate density
everywhere? A uniform density,
corresponding to the “average” percentage
of households with children, is what
uses the least land. In Ottawa, for
instance, about 42.8 percent of households
have children.A uniform city-wide
dwelling density requiring the least total
land would translate to a population
density of 4000 p/km2 (persons per
square kilometre), or approximately that
of Old Ottawa South.

Given that in the real world we are not
starting with a clean slate, which growth
strategy best minimizes land use: a small
increase in the density of high-density
neighbourhoods, a larger percentage
increase in low-density neighbourhoods,
or across-the-board increases everywhere?
The model says that any increase in the
dwelling density of neighbourhoods
having an above-average percentage of
childless households increases total land
use for the city.This is because households
with children that are displaced when
density rises in high-density neighbour-
hoods will move to lower-density areas
where they will consume more land per
person on average.

Conclusion
The model predicts two different
counter-intuitive effects. One is a local
effect: increasing the dwelling density in
a neighbourhood that has fewer large
households—for example 15 percent 
of households having children—may
reduce population density in that same
neighbourhood by decreasing the
proportion of larger households.The
second, even greater, effect is city-wide:
increasing the density in any area where
dwelling density is already above city
average tends to reduce average

population density in other parts of the
city by a greater amount.

The conclusion that uniform dwelling
density achieves the highest population
density should not be particularly
surprising. In Europe, those cities that
have the most uniform relatively low
built form around their centre, like Paris
(19,900 p/km2), Berlin (12,700 p/km2),
Barcelona (15,700 p/km2) and London
(7,700 p/km2), achieve the highest
average population density, albeit with
housing forms and behaviours that are
less common here.These population
densities over large areas may not be
achievable here while single-detached
homes are available. In Montreal, the

Plateau Mont-Royal area also achieves a
high population density (13,000 p/km2)
over a large area with a relatively
uniform density of ground-oriented
duplex houses and apartments. Its
recent increase in population density is
caused not by new dwelling units, but by
the return of young families after their
exodus in earlier decades.

The model is particularly useful because
it has few assumptions. It does not
depend on correctly diagnosing the
reasons for sprawl, nor on a theory
whereby changes to urban planning will

The centre of Paris, built to a uniform dwelling density and modest height, has a very high population density.
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change the demand for more compact
forms of housing.The degree to which
density affects housing choices of larger
households differs by city. It is not the
only factor, but it is a remarkably
constant one.

Even if a city-wide average model does
not give all the answers, a few questions
should be asked when new development
is planned.What is the current
percentage of households with children
in this neighbourhood? Will the new
development bring the demographic
profile of this neighbourhood closer to
the city average or further away?
Moving a neighbourhood away from the
city average in either direction increases
total city-wide land requirements. In a
high-density neighbourhood, more of
the units should be suitable for households
with children and vice-versa.

Increasing the total number of dwellings
should never be an objective in itself
without looking at the number of units
suitable for larger households.Watch
the danger signs, such as an exodus of
families that fuels sprawl elsewhere.A
cap on density and even de-densification
is more likely to yield results, according
to the model.The total cost to taxpayers
for new infrastructure can be much
greater when households with children
choose not to live in high-density
neighbourhoods than the possible savings
from having more small households in
those neighbourhoods. ■

Martin Laplante is Vice-President of RES Policy
Research, an Ottawa-based company with many
years of history doing quantitative research in
support of public policy. He is also Director of
Planning and Development of Action Sandy Hill,
a volunteer community association.
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For decades, outdoor cafés have been
a staple of vibrant street life, their

presence contributing to a lively and
flourishing public environment while
fostering a sense of community.1 Unlike
anything one might encounter at a fast-
food drive-through or shopping mall
food court, sidewalk cafés create an
invigorating experience that is unique to
the downtown, drawing people onto the
street to dine, shop or spend a languid
afternoon playing the flaneur. Bustling
sidewalks and buzzing outdoor cafés
have become visual indicators of a
successful city and a healthy economy,
their popularity signifying a degree of
disposable income and willingness
among residents and visitors to spend
money.2 For many, dining at a sidewalk
café is more about the desire for a
stimulating experience than a good
meal.The lure is so great that café
owners often feel compelled to set up
sidewalk cafés if they are to survive the
summer tourist season.3

Competing for Public Space: 
How Maritime Cities Have Accommodated

the Sidewalk Café
by Kim Livingston

Summary
In a global economy increasingly characterized by services and tourism, many cities across North America are reviving their downtowns in

hopes of attracting commercial investment and visitors from abroad.This has placed tremendous pressure on the urban landscape to
support an increasing diversity of uses. Public streets and sidewalks, being among our few remaining urban public spaces, are particularly
vulnerable.We must ensure that they remain accessible to all publics. By examining the process of implementing a sidewalk café policy in

Halifax, Nova Scotia, the author illustrates some of the issues that planners face in managing the urban environment.

Sommaire
Dans le contexte d’une économie mondiale de plus en plus caractérisée par les services et le tourisme, maintes villes nord-américaines

renouvellent leurs centres dans l’espoir d’attirer des investissements commerciaux et des visiteurs de l’étranger. Ce mouvement a mis une
pression énorme sur le paysage urbain, qui doit accommoder des usages de plus en plus divers. Les voies publiques et les trottoirs, comptant

parmi les rares espaces urbains publics qui demeurent, sont particulièrement vulnérables. Nous devons veiller à ce qu’ils demeurent
accessibles à tous les publics. Se penchant sur la mise en œuvre d’une politique visant les cafés-terrasses à Halifax (Nouvelle-Écosse),

l’auteure fait ressortir certains enjeux auxquels sont confrontés les urbanistes qui gèrent le milieu urbain.

An illustration of a gap in height between the boardwalk and sidewalk.
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Just as it is the family that makes a house
a home, sidewalk cafés can take a street
without a pulse and give it life.When well
designed, sidewalk cafés are undoubtedly
a valuable component of a downtown
revitalization and community-building
process, providing opportunities for social
engagement that may otherwise not
exist.When not well designed, however,
they can hinder certain groups’ access
to the public sidewalk and limit who
may patronize the dining establishments.

Streets and sidewalks are integral means
by which we engage in public life, their
occupation coveted by an increasing
diversity of users. Balancing the needs of
public and private interests over the use
of such a fundamental component of
our social, cultural and economic
communication systems can prove
challenging. By examining the process of
constructing a sidewalk café policy for
the city of Halifax, Nova Scotia, this
article provides an illustration of some
of the obstacles planners face in
managing the urban environment.

In the current global economy, cities
have resumed their central role in
ongoing regional development; a robust
urban core once again becoming an
important commercial asset. Over the

last few decades, Maritime economies
have begun adjusting to this new reality
by moving away from a reliance on the
fishery to focus on services and tourism.
This has spawned a renewed interest 
in the downtowns of cities such as
Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island;

Saint John, New Brunswick; and Halifax,
where the built environment
communicates a rich culture and
heritage. Sidewalk cafés have proven
effective in attracting both residents 

and tourists to the unique historic
streetscapes that are common to these
Maritime cities. For the city of Halifax,
however, the appeal of the sidewalk café
has not been universal, particularly where
issues of accessibility are concerned.

Halifax is a city with characteristically
narrow streets and sidewalks and a hilly
terrain.A significant percentage of the
downtown’s streets and sidewalks were
designed for a time when people traveled
by horse and buggy or on foot, the
sidewalk intended more as a conduit
than a place to enjoy a leisurely meal or
a respite for observation.As the only
considered public in the late 19th century
was able-bodied, there was no need to
ensure that sidewalks were wide enough
to accommodate those for whom a
wheelchair was necessary. Later, with
the emergence of the motor car and
public transit, it became necessary to
retrofit the existing transportation
infrastructure, in many instances seeing
pedestrian space reduced even further
to accommodate the automobile.

One of the ways restaurant owners in
Halifax have addressed the challenge of
narrow sidewalks has been to construct
temporary boardwalks.These pedestrian
walkways extend into the parking lane
to redirect pedestrians around that part
of the sidewalk to serve as the outdoor
café seating area during the café season.
One of the problems with the boardwalk
café model has been a failure to ensure
that adequate unobstructed sidewalk
space exists for the safe and comfortable
passage of persons in wheelchairs. Other
points of concern include boardwalk
surfaces that become slippery when
wet, and gaps between the edge of the
boardwalk and the curb, both conditions
that can be dangerous for people with
vision impairment or who use a cane.
While these problems are not common
to all sidewalk cafés, where they do
exist one of the more fundamental
conditions of public space is
compromised—accessibility.

A loss of street parking owing to
temporary sidewalk extensions has also
caused concern among some Halifax

SIDEWALK CAFÉ DESIGN LAYOUTS

Diagram 1: Satellite Café
Café is situated on the road and part of the sidewalk
leaving a clear linear pedestrian right-of-way.

Diagram 2: Boardwalk Café
Café takes up the entire sidewalk with a temporary
boardwalk on the road.

An illustration of a gap in width between the boardwalk and sidewalk.
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retailers situated adjacent to outdoor
cafés.These owners cite a loss of
income when customers cannot find
parking close to businesses of interest.
This is not a problem that can be easily
rectified.When considering the value of
sidewalk cafés, the potential economic
and social benefits to the larger business
and civic community are weighted
against those of the individual business
owner or citizen. If the popular opinion
among city planners and the public is
that sidewalk cafés are a positive
contribution to the local economy, the
interests of individual business owners
may be accorded secondary importance.

The Maritime cities of Saint John and
Charlottetown, which face challenges
similar to those of Halifax, have also
chosen to construct sidewalk extensions;
but in these cases, the café is sited on
the temporary structure. Unlike the
boardwalk café model where the sidewalk
takes on a zigzag pattern, the “satellite
café” model does not interfere with the
original public right-of-way. It leaves a clear
linear path of travel thereby eliminating
potential orientation problems for
persons with vision impairment.The
satellite café model also removes the
issue of slipperiness that is characteristic
of wood walkways, as the right-of-way

remains on the concrete sidewalk.

Seeing the satellite café model applied in
Halifax, however, is not likely to happen
anytime soon. Many café owners have
serious reservations about satellite cafés,
citing potential for conflict as staff cross
the busy sidewalk to serve customers,
and the discomfort to diners sitting so
close to the roadway.3 However, with
prudent diligence, it may be possible to
modify the current boardwalk café
model to address the problem of poor
surfacing and the safety concerns
associated with unexpected obstacles
and shifts in the path of travel, and gaps
between the temporary walkway and
curb. In situations where an extension
to a fixed surface is required, engineering
and structural problems can be corrected
through careful construction and
maintenance, and regular monitoring
and enforcement of City by-laws.
Neither model addresses the loss of 
on-street parking.

As for the issue of adequate space for 
a person in a wheelchair to manoeuvre
around or access an outdoor café
seating area, whether we are dealing
with a satellite café or boardwalk café,
the solution is to ensure that there is
enough space for comfort in mobility

and passage.The current standard for
the city of Halifax is 2.1 metres of
unobstructed sidewalk space,4 but
dimensions of this space will change
depending upon specific characteristics
of the street in question.

In addition to ethical and economic
justifications for ensuring that all
citizens have equal access to the city’s
streets and sidewalks, there are also
practical reasons: an ageing Canadian
population, for instance.The 2001
Statistics Canada Survey5 shows that,
currently, one in eight Canadians is over
the age of 65, and as the “baby boomers”
age, this number will double to one in four.
The Survey also reveals that 17 percent
of Nova Scotians are disabled in some
capacity.This is not only the highest
percentage of all the provinces by a
minimum measure of 3.1 percent
(Saskatchewan comes in second at 14.5
percent with Quebec registering a mere
8.4 percent), it is far above the Canadian
average of 12.4 percent.As our population
ages, this percentage will likely increase
requiring that even greater attention be
paid to ensuring that our cities are
increasingly barrier-free.

While it is important that cities work to
ensure the greatest degree of accessibility

A nicely designed sidewalk café.
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to their public spaces, and that business
owners do their best to see that their
premises are accessible to all publics,
room for compromise and flexibility
must be included; a single café design
cannot adequately serve all situations
and interests equally.Any sidewalk café
policy should, therefore, provide a range
of layouts each designed to accommodate
particular streetscape conditions and
social requirements. For instance, if
safety and accessibility are priorities, a
linear path of travel is only logical; and
while the ultimate goal in Halifax should
be to eliminate the need for temporary
sidewalk extensions by widening the
sidewalks, a move to the satellite café
model is a reasonable interim measure.
By widening sidewalks, it would be
possible to offer café owners the option
of situating the outdoor café against the
building or closer to the curb.

Other Avenues 
for Consideration
It is widely recognized that the most
agreeable pedestrian environments are
those where automobiles have limited
access.Traffic-calming measures such as
speed bumps, single-lane one-way traffic,
angled parking, traffic circles and variations
in road surface textures effectively
reduce traffic volume to the benefit of
restaurant patrons and pedestrians alike.
Reducing or outright eliminating
vehicular traffic by designating specific
areas as “pedestrian” or “café” districts
is another way to enhance street life
and improve the café experience.
Current approaches to sidewalk café
policy focus on working cafés into areas
that were not intended for them.
Imagine the atmosphere that could be
created by turning this reasoning on its
head; if we designed spaces on a human
scale where amenities such as benches,
street trees and bike racks invite
pedestrian activity, and where unique
building façades and public art engage
the public’s interest.These are the kinds
of environments that transform people’s
experience of the built form from one
of hostility and alienation to one of
inclusion and comfort.

Managing the use of public space is
undeniably a complex political process.
Be it a park, public restroom or city
sidewalk, there has been and always will
be instances where some identifiable
group is limited in the use of public space
because of the commanding social,
physical and economic forces of the day.
Knowing this, however, should not be a
pretext for inaction. If inclusiveness is the
goal, a concerted effort must be made
to see that, when planning for the urban
environment, the needs of all competing
publics are considered equally. ■

Kim Livingston holds a Master’s of Urban and
Rural Planning degree from Dalhousie University
and a Master of Arts degree in Sociology from
Simon Fraser University. She is currently enrolled as
a doctor of philosophy student in Sociology at the
University of Alberta where she will continue her
research into the privatization of public space,
particularly of urban streets and sidewalks. She
can be reached by telephone at (780) 432-5303
or by e-mail at: kim.livingston@ualberta.ca
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Aworkshop on adaptation to climate
change and land use planning held

as part of the Canadian Institute of
Planners national conference in Halifax,
in July 2003, provided a snapshot of
climate change issues across the country
and of planners’ needs.The workshop
presented a framework that had been
developed for a guide incorporating
adaptation to climate change into
environmental impact assessment (EIA),
and proposed a similar approach for a
land use planning guide.Twenty-six of 46
planners registered for the session filled
out short questionnaires identifying what
a useful planner’s guide to adaptation to
climate change should contain.Those
attending the climate change session
were not necessarily representative of
planners in general, and the sample size
is small. In some cases, analysis is based
on the author’s interpretation of answers
to open-ended questions, but every
attempt was made to report objectively.

Climate change has emerged as a long-
term environmental challenge of global

significance.The Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
concluded that in the 20th century,
average planetary surface temperatures
increased 0.6o (+/- 0.2oC).1 This apparently
small change in average temperature
may not appear to be significant, but its
projected impacts are of serious concern,
including greater variation and frequency
of extreme weather events, such as
floods, droughts and hurricanes.As well,
coastal areas are at risk around the
world from global sea level rise, which is
projected to reach a vertical average of
from 0.09 metres to 0.88 metres by
2100.The current levels of greenhouse
gases (GHG) in the atmosphere are so
high that, in the short term, even
immediate reductions in emissions will
not be rapid enough to reverse the
observed changes in climate.2

Mitigation and adaptation are both
necessary to deal with climate change,
but must be distinguished. Mitigation
aims to reduce the GHGs that appear
to cause climate change, whereas

adaptation deals with the response to
the reality of climate change. Mitigation
works to lower GHG emissions through
mechanisms such as the Kyoto Protocol,
control technology, monitoring, auditing
and trading.Adaptation becomes even
more important if climate change cannot
be averted; adaptive responses aim to
reduce risks and shift policy and planning
to more appropriate areas. Pielke,3 in an
IPCC comment on decision-making,
pointed out that adaptation is a portfolio
of responses and a shared responsibility
that links the documented needs of
today with the expected problems of
tomorrow.

Any adjustment—whether positive,
reactive or anticipatory—that can
respond to the forecast or actual
consequences associated with climate
change is an adaptation.Adaptation
implicitly recognizes that future climate
change will occur and must be
accommodated in policy.Adaptability
refers to the degree to which adjustments
are possible in practices, processes, or

What Planners Need to
Prepare for Climate Change:
Responses to a Questionnaire

by Norval Collins

Summary 
Questionnaire responses from planners are used to provide insight into how climate change is viewed in different parts of Canada and 

what kind of tools would be helpful to planners to address adaptation issues. A framework for a guide is developed based on a similar guide
prepared for environmental impact assessment.

Sommaire 
Les réponses fournies par des urbanistes dans un questionnaire servent à brosser un tableau de la perception des changements climatiques

dans différentes régions du Canada et du genre d’outils qui seraient utiles aux urbanistes pour aborder les enjeux liés à l’adaptation.
Le plan d’un guide est esquissé en se fondant sur un guide semblable sur l’évaluation des incidences environnementales.
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structures of systems to projected or
actual changes of climate.Adaptation
can be spontaneous or planned, and can
be carried out in response to, or in
anticipation of, changes in conditions.4

Adaptation is concerned with responses
to both the adverse and positive effects
of climate change, and can be either
reactive or anticipatory. Incorporating
climate change in the land use planning
process is anticipatory; rebuilding a road
after it washes out in a storm is reactive.
Adaptation to climate change strengthens
the importance of land use planning, and
makes many of the tools used by planners
increasingly critical to the protection of
life and infrastructure.

At the 2003 workshop, more than half
of the respondents to the questionnaire
worked for municipal planning
departments, and almost one-third
worked for provincial departments
related to municipal planning.The
remainder were consultants or
students, or worked for the federal
government, universities or
nongovernmental organizations.

Respondents were from all provinces,
except Manitoba and Quebec, providing
a good geographic overview of the
country. Most were from British Columbia,
Alberta and New Brunswick—three or
four planners from each.Two were from
Nunavut, providing useful and important
insight into the view from the North.
Two responding participants were from
outside Canada, one from New York
City, and another from the State of
Victoria,Australia.

Most respondents rated the awareness of
climate change issues within municipalities
as extremely low (figure 1).Awareness
was highest in British Columbia and
Alberta. In Nova Scotia, the “fairly
informed” ranking specifically referred
to municipal staffs, but not politicians. In
New Brunswick, provincial representatives
felt that there was general awareness of
climate change issues, but priority
concerns and needed actions were
unclear. Respondents from Ontario and
the North felt that awareness in their
areas was generally low.

Awareness of the social and economic
consequences of climate change was
rated considerably lower (figure 2).
Overall, awareness was perceived as

higher in western Canada than other
parts of the country.A consultant
assessed a higher level of awareness
than other Ontario respondents, but 
felt that this could mistakenly reflect 
a perception that Ontario is less
vulnerable to such consequences than
other provinces.

Respondents were asked if climate change
should be dealt with in a specific section
of a plan, or integrated in the document.
Most said that climate change should be
integrated throughout the planning
process; in addition, about half felt that,

at least initially, there should also be a
specific section dealing with climate
change, including adaptation (figure 3).
Only one respondent felt that a
separate section, supported by a
provincial policy statement, would be
adequate.The arguments for a specific
section included the following:
• clear and direct communication of

concerns to politicians and managers;
• focus on specific sensitive areas; and 
• relationship to sustainability and

quality-of-life discussions.
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Respondents were asked if microclimatic
conditions could be assessed within their
municipality to identify sensitive areas
and to understand some of the factors
that might mitigate local effects of climate
change.The effects of open water or
steep protected slopes on temperatures,
for example, could be mitigating factors.
Overall, most respondents felt that while
the ability to assess microclimates might
be available, the expertise and resources
were not usually within a municipality’s
reach.The Town of Banff was an exception,
where specific study of microclimates is
underway. However, some respondents
misinterpreted the question, seeming to
lack understanding of the relationship
between microclimates and climate change.

Developing an overall vision of the
community is an initial part of the planning
process. Respondents were asked if
climate change should be considered in
developing the vision only if it appeared
that critical elements would be affected.
Seventy percent of planners felt that
climate change should always be
considered; one municipal planner
stated that climate change would always
critically alter the vision if assumptions
or scenarios were properly developed.
In contrast, a provincial planner felt that
insufficient information frequently
limited the degree to which climate
change could be considered in the vision.

Planners were asked what they would find
most useful in a guide for incorporating
climate change into the land use planning
process.Assistance with public awareness,
communication and consultation was
the most frequent response, followed by
practical examples, or scenarios and
best practices techniques. Help with
climate change prediction, uncertainties
and assessment tools were also
commonly requested. One respondent
chose identifying research needs, and
another picked the implications for
emergency response and disaster planning.

One planner felt that a guide should
provide regional or local specific climate
change information, strategies for assessing
risk, strategies for helping the public to
assess the risk, and a specific listing of
consequences, for example,“red oak will
not grow under future climate conditions.”
Two respondents appeared to confuse
mitigation and adaptation, identifying
mitigation and SMART growth issues as

priorities.A planner from Nunavut
identified specific needs for planning in
the North. Pictorial information and
simple writing is especially critical to
Inuit people, whose culture is built
around visual experience.

In terms of land use, planners wanted
help with integrating climate change
throughout the planning process, with
specific examples of policies and
implementation tools. One planner
suggested a clear linkage of options to

costs, with low-cost scalable ideas
highlighted. Risk, uncertainties and costs
have been identified as problem areas
when adaptation to climate change is
communicated to managers and politicians.

Finally, planners identified their major
barriers to having climate change
incorporated in land use plans. Lack of
awareness, knowledge and funding were
offered as examples. Lack of awareness
referred to the understanding of the
importance of climate change, its effects,
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and the existence of tools to analyze
issues within their organization.
Knowledge of climate change meant
that uncertainty surrounding the science
of predicting future climate conditions
was a major obstacle.The majority said
that all three examples were barriers,
but lack of awareness was the single
most important issue (figure 4).

One planner summarized the problem
posed by climate change as a question
of prioritizing resources. For example,
infrastructure of greater capacity may
be required because of additional
precipitation and more frequent
extreme events, and planners will need
alternative strategies for addressing
these development issues.Another
planner felt that a lack of imagination
and political support was the major
barrier. Some saw the lack of a specific
provincial policy statement as a critical
barrier to support and funding for
adaptation work within municipalities.

Overall, respondents clearly supported
the need for a guide to help planners
understand and incorporate climate
change into land use planning. In addition
to incorporating climate change into the
plan itself, specific measures for coping
could include such practical items as the
following:
• increased setbacks from flood-prone

areas, including coastal areas subject
to storm surges;

• review of water supply security 
and use;

• increased emphasis on runoff and
snow clearing issues in subdivision
design; and

• modification of plant species used 
for landscaping.

The responses to the questionnaire
support using, as an initial model, the
framework for the guide to integrating
climate change into the EIA.Work is
continuing on development of a climate
change guide for land use planners based
on the EIA guide, and anyone interested
is invited to contact the author. ■

Norval Collins, MCIP, is President of CEF
Consultants Ltd. in Halifax, Nova Scotia. A founding
member of ClimAdapt, a Nova Scotia network
addressing climate change issues, he has given
numerous presentations on climate change,
conducted workshops on adaptation at CIP
national planning conferences in 2003 and 2004,
and is developing a guide on adaptation for land
use planners. He can be reached at:
ncollins@cefconsultants.ns.ca
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In 1997, the English Parliament at
Westminster devolved numerous

powers to Scotland through legislation,
creating a governing entity similar in
scope to a Canadian province.
Jurisdiction over its planning system,
infrastructure and natural resources
enabled Scotland to determine how it
would develop over the next 50 years.
Its planning system underwent changes,
which continue today with reviews of
planning methods and initiatives to
harmonize practice with the European
Union. One result of these endeavours
is the April 1, 2004, National Planning
Framework for Scotland.This document
will shape how the country will evolve
and where new investment is targeted;
essentially, it is a vision document that
highlights the country’s strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and
constraints, and offers potential
solutions for their remediation.

Planning in Scotland 
Like the English system, planning in
Scotland is traditionally discretionary,
or plan-led.Applications are judged on
their merit against policies outlined in
the development plan instead of relying
on zoning.The planner has more
flexibility in these circumstances;
however, applicants often complain that
the system lacks certainty.

Relations between the national and local
governments are similar to those of
Canadian provincial and local governments
in that while guidance is issued at the
upper level, its adoption is not compulsory.
However, Scottish planning guidance
(the Scottish Planning Policies) is much
more detailed than its Canadian
counterpart, and is generally adopted by
local authorities. Establishing policy detail
or steps to ensure its implementation is
the purview of local government.

The National Planning Framework
for Scotland: Lessons for Canada in

Strategic Planning
by Tremayne Stanton-Kennedy

Summary
The “National Planning Framework for Scotland”, released in April 2004, is an ambitious document outlining strategic planning goals for the
country.The adopted approach relies on spatial planning and strategy maps, tracing the history of development in Scotland and illustrating 
a vision for the future. Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and constraints of various regions are identified, and potential steps that could
achieve the final vision are highlighted. Additionally, the Framework offers increased certainty for planning projects, provides coordination

between local authorities and development interests, and encourages investment.The Scottish experience may provide incentive for
Canadian provinces to develop similar strategic plans, which could further relationships with the federal and local governments.

Sommaire
En avril 2004, l’Écosse révélait un ambitieux cadre de travail qui rend compte des objectifs stratégiques nationaux en matière

d’aménagement et de planification. L’approche retenue repose sur la planification des espaces et des cartes stratégiques qui retracent
l’histoire du développement de l’Écosse et esquissent une vision pour l’avenir. Forces, faiblesses, possibilités et contraintes caractérisant les

diverses régions y sont recensées et les étapes, qui pourraient éventuellement mener à l’accomplissement de la vision finale, sont évoquées.
De plus, le cadre de travail prête une certitude accrue aux projets d’urbanisme, prévoit la coordination entre les autorités locales et les

promoteurs et encourage l’investissement. L’expérience écossaise pourrait inciter les provinces canadiennes à élaborer des plans stratégiques
comparables, ce qui pourrait donner lieu à un rapprochement entre le gouvernement fédéral et les administrations locales.

LIKE THE ENGLISH
SYSTEM, PLANNING 

IN SCOTLAND 
IS TRADITIONALLY

DISCRETIONARY, 
OR PLAN-LED.
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The European Context and
Spatial Planning 
The European Union is a supranational
influence on member states’ planning.
Directives, such as the Habitats Directive,
are binding on members, and planners
must ensure their policies are in line
with Directive content.The Scottish
Executive usually incorporates the
Directives into the Scottish Planning
Policies, but as the latter are not updated
immediately, it often falls to the local
planner to ensure compliance. Smaller
local authorities may have difficulty
keeping abreast of new developments
or understanding how Directives could
influence their jurisdictions.

Balance is crucial to the European Union’s
economic and regional development
initiatives. Spatial planning evolved from
this need to balance development, and is
now a significant force influencing
planning in each member state.There is
no one model, method or definition of
spatial planning, but it is generally
understood to mean that development
is viewed as part of a larger geographic
picture; it is strategic rather than
concerned with detail. Spatial planning
can be used to ensure that infrastructure
is distributed effectively, structuring
development into multiple locations
rather than mega-agglomerations.The
result is a better use of resources,
maintained economic competitiveness
and a higher quality of life. Coordination
between multiple jurisdictions and
interests is possible, since an overarching
vision is established that is accessible to
government, business and advocacy groups.

What is the Framework? 
The National Planning Framework for
Scotland uses spatial planning techniques.
The Framework is established at the
national level, so that all of Scotland is
on the same “page” in a vision document
that will guide development and investment
decisions for the next 50 years.While
adoption is not mandatory, it is likely
that most local authorities will use the
Framework as it is a reflection of
national planning guidance priorities.
Adoption would be a continuance of
the cooperative relationship between
the national and local government levels.

Starting by examining Scotland as it is
today, the Framework touches upon
how history has shaped population

distribution and the resulting
prosperity or decline of areas.
For example, the extent of
brownfields in the Central
Belt stretching from Glasgow
to Edinburgh is primarily the
result of growth during the
industrial revolution. Current
strengths, opportunities and
infrastructure coverage are
also examined.This basic
analysis recognizes that
historical development
patterns influence what
present planners must work
with, such as the issues of
urban regeneration,
contaminated lands and urban
sprawl. History also defines
public perceptions of areas,
upon which planners can
capitalize or use to reveal
stigmas that must be
overcome.

Key issues and drivers are
then explored, and their
potential effects on future
development considered.
Effects are also viewed in
relation to what
infrastructure will be
necessary to afford Scotland’s
inhabitants a high quality of
life.The Scottish Executive recognizes
the importance of natural resources in
Scotland’s economy, including their
associated recreation opportunities.
The creation of liveable and desirable
environments also features strongly,
since a need to retain young workers
and promote innovation is deemed
essential to Scotland’s future prosperity.

Identifying gaps in transport networks, or
finding underutilized infrastructure, helps
create an inventory of opportunities
and constraints. For example, the distance
between Aberdeen and Inverness is
shortest following the coast, but
upgraded road and rail infrastructure is
lacking, usually forcing a long detour.
Underutilization is further demonstrated
at the deep water harbour of Orkney’s
Scapa Flow, a location that could be
better used to encourage more shipping
traffic in the north and develop local
economic potential.

Regional considerations are incorporated
into different subsections, recognizing
that the trends prevailing at the national

level are not necessarily duplicated at
smaller scales. For example, rural
depopulation is a problem in most of
Scotland, except in those areas within
commuting distance of major centres
such as Aberdeen and Glasgow.
Additionally, Scotland’s five main cities
each have a different specialty upon
which their economies rely, meaning
special consideration must be given not
to destabilize one area in favour of a
general approach.

Maps are an important component of
the Framework.They are used to
convey many things, including where
infrastructure is located, transport
connections, population densities and
even telecommunications coverage.
Gaps are easily identified, as is
infrastructure availability that can be
used to direct government and business
investment to the best location.

How the Framework Helps 
Certainty: Unlike Canada, the Scottish
planning system is discretionary and can

National Planning Framework for Scotland’s Strategy Map.
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result in uncertainty.The Framework
helps increase certainty by indicating at
a national level what types of development
will be preferred and where, thus
improving the opportunities of attracting
outside investment while encouraging
domestic investment.As types of
infrastructure availability are also denoted
on maps, choosing where to direct new
investment is further facilitated by
having necessary information in one,
reader-friendly location.

Coordination: Another major benefit
of the Framework is the increased
opportunity for coordination. Future
local development plans can use the
ideas put forth in the Framework to
help harmonize their policies and
projects with neighbouring jurisdictions.
Improved cross-jurisdiction planning will
help balance development as ideas are
shared between departments, hopefully
reducing territoriality as working
relationships are formed. Scotland is
subject to legislation and policies
affecting planning from the local to
supranational levels, which the Framework
recognizes. European legislation and its
impacts on Scotland are explained, easing
its integration into local policy.This
identification is especially beneficial for
smaller local authorities that might lack
the resources to stay up-to-date with
supranational legislation and programs.

Funding and Investment: As a member
of the European Union through the
United Kingdom, Scotland has access to
numerous forms of funding. By adopting
the spatial planning approach, obtaining
funding may be simplified as European
Union program criteria are more easily
fulfilled. Obtaining outside business
investment may also be facilitated as
persons unfamiliar with Scotland have a
ready-made document informing them
of what types of development are
desirable and where they generally may
occur.The types and locations of
infrastructure are indicated, simplifying

decisions on where to locate. Scottish
government funding programs and plans
are also briefly outlined in the
Framework, increasing awareness of
what financing is available and what local
projects are most likely to be supported.

Canadian Context 
Provinces hold jurisdiction over planning
in Canada, hence federal initiatives are
generally limited to funding rather than
policy development. Nevertheless, Canada
and Scotland share many common
issues: development is concentrated in
southern locations; rural population is
dispersed over large areas; main urban
agglomerations are growing and
sprawling while rural communities are
fading; the population is ageing; and
infrastructure needs upgrading. Is there
a place at Canada’s national level for a
spatial plan similar to the Framework? 

Scotland is much smaller than Canada,
roughly the size of Prince Edward Island
and New Brunswick combined, and has
a population of about five million.
Developing a Canadian national plan
would require coordination between the
federal, provincial and local governments
while respecting the jurisdictions set
out in the Constitution.There remains
an opportunity for the federal
government to facilitate provincial trans-
boundary planning, as it has in the past
with the railways, the Trans-Canada
Highway and international transportation
access.An evaluation as extensive as that
in the Framework would best be left to
the provinces given the detail required.

Prime Minister Paul Martin announced
his New Deal for municipalities in the
February 3, 2004,Throne Speech.The
Deal centers on three ideas: providing
stable funding to municipalities;
developing relationships between the
local and federal governments; and
identifying the federal government as a
responsible municipal citizen.The New
Deal does not seek to plan communities,
but recognizes that funding is required

to maintain the high quality-of-life
expectations Canadians have.The Deal
must also avoid infringing upon provincial
jurisdiction.

Conclusion 
Wider-based strategic planning initiatives
would be beneficial in the Canadian
planning context. Examining the success
of the Scottish experiment would better
aid provinces to develop their own
frameworks.These provincial frameworks
could be tied together into an overarching
national plan; however, it would be a
time- and resource-consuming process.
Spatial planning is more necessary in the
Scottish context given the influence of
the European Union.

The steps outlined in the Framework
lend themselves readily to any provincial
attempt: explaining the historical
development pattern, the resulting
current opportunities and constraints,
and key drivers as they influence trends
for the future.The benefits of a provincial
framework would also be the same as in
Scotland: increased certainty, increased
coordination and better occasions for
investment. It would go a step beyond,
for example, the provincial policy
statements in Ontario, which can conflict
with one another in some locations,
and which are interpreted locally and
sometimes unevenly. Land use planning
in Canada is often site-specific;
elaborating a strategic, achievable vision
would help the provinces and municipalities
understand how to move forward
together. ■

Tremayne Stanton-Kennedy is a graduating
student of the University of Northern British
Columbia’s Environmental Planning Bachelor of
Science program. She recently completed an
academic exchange with the University of Dundee,
Scotland. She can be reached at:
tremaynesk@hotmail.com
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In the United Kingdom, an urgent cry
is being heard for a new planning

culture—one that is inspired by visionary
thinking.The Royal Town Planning
Institute has defined a “new vision for
planning” that emphasizes the mediation
of space and the creation of place.1 The
Urban Task Force set out “a new vision
for urban regeneration” in England.2

Those responsible for tackling persistent
urban problems and supporting local
and regional economies are also looking
for a vision. But what does this mean in
practice? Is it more than planning? Is it
more than marketing spin? 

A vision involves an appropriate language,
legitimate processes and robust delivery
mechanisms. It also requires “visionaries”
with the requisite skills to provide the
necessary leadership.3 In this article, we
discuss Scotland’s recent city-visioning
process,4 and question whether the
contemporary enthusiasm for visions
will transform the development of
Scotland’s principal city-regions and
achieve “visionary” and distinctive city
regional development.

Visions, Visionaries 
and Visioning
The literature on visions and visioning
highlights the contested nature of the
concepts and their associated practices.
Nostalgic references to past visionaries,
such as Ebenezer Howard, are common.
Yet, utopian dreams do not necessarily
deliver in practice nor over time—the
visions of Le Corbusier are an example.
Further, visions may be apocalyptic in
character and seek to mobilize effort to
avoid a gloomy future. In effect, this is a
form of community “threat making”.

New Visions for 
Scotland’s Cities

by Deborah Peel and Greg Lloyd

Summary
This article considers the recent city-visioning process in Scotland in light of the contemporary interest in visions and visioning.

Sommaire
Cet article décrit le récent cas de « visualisation urbaine » en Écosse en rendant compte de l’intérêt des techniques de visualisation.

A view of Dundee across the River Tay.
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Clearly, how society constructs its vision
is critical.Times change, and change quickly.

Visioning and visions are not innocent
terms. Like “home” and “community”
they are words that are imbued with
both feeling and meaning. Commitment
to, or rejection of, a vision may be
mobilized through the media.Yet, visioning
is asserted as good, effective and
progressive.5 There is an assumption
that the necessary consensus and
coalition-building processes to provide
legitimacy and support exist.6 There is
skepticism, however, about these
assumptions7 and a concern that local
communities may be served differently
by the various interpretations and
visions in practice.We need, therefore,
to take a critical look at visioning.

Important distinctions can be drawn
between the role, purpose and value of
visions and visioning. Here, it is helpful
to think about the vision as a product or
end-state, and visioning as a dynamic and
ongoing process. In terms of a product,
a vision may simply be a metaphor to
mobilize support.The use of city-marketing
strap-lines, for example, may capture a
particular spirit or set of values.This is
very different from the vision set out in
a master plan that provides a vision
with a hard edge.While we may all
subscribe to a vision of Scotland “where
enterprise can flourish, where opportunity
does exist for all and our people and
our country have confidence to face the
challenges of a global society,” actually
identifying the localities of change is
more challenging.8

The literature on leadership is insightful.
Visionary leaders can be a moving force
through their charismatic leadership
qualities.Yet, visions cannot be delivered
solely by individuals. Leaders also need
to find ways to develop social capital
through building trust and earning
respect.9 What is most important is that
delivering collaboratively on a vision is
essential if we are to build a sense of
collective responsibility and establish a
momentum to get the job done.Thus, a
shared understanding of how we arrived
at the vision is vital. Educational theory
distinguishes between the kind of
learning that transmits ideas and learning
that transforms individuals’ personal
understanding; that is, where individuals

themselves make their own meaning. In
the context of visions, the selling of a
dream by a charismatic leader, for
example, is different from the process of
collectively working up a shared vision.

A New Vision for Planning 
in Scotland?
Devolution in the United Kingdom has
provided the opportunity to reconsider
how land use planning and economic
development can be more spatially
sensitive across the four nations.As a
result of devolution, Scotland is asserting
its new national identity.Thus, land use
planning, for example, is being modernized.
Change turns on a new vision for planning
to make it “fit for purpose”.A range of
consultation papers have sought views
on revising the arrangements for
strategic planning, reducing the number
of development plans, and introducing
third-party rights of appeal. Planning has
also been extended to new activities,
such as aquaculture.

The Scottish Executive is drawing on 
a number of ideas and influences.
Reflecting a European emphasis on
spatiality, for example, it has published 
a national planning framework to link
infrastructure capacities to future land
development.This has turned attention
to the role of cities and city-regions and
the need to prepare new city visions.

Scotland has a population of some five
million people, mainly located in the
Central Belt that stretches, funnel-like,
from Glasgow in the west, through
Stirling, to Edinburgh and Dundee on
the east coast.Aberdeen and Inverness
lie to the north. Scotland’s distinctiveness
is reflected by the different economies,
peoples and places across its national
space—from the Highlands and Islands in
the north and west, through the Borders
in the south, to the historic urban and
industrial cultures of the lowlands.

In 2000, the Scottish Executive undertook
an in-depth critical review of the principal
cities to establish a “better informed
developmental view on how our cities
are changing” and to provide a “more
integrated view of the city, the city
region and the nation.” This approach
was based on the conviction that “city
policies have to be creative as well as
redistributive and they have national as

well as local benefits” and that the
“future of a city cannot be planned
without considering the relationships
with the surrounding region.”10 In this
brave new world, the city-regions are
the explicit drivers of the national
economy.A City Growth Fund was set
up to provide funding to enable the
cities to drive and deliver this change.
Rather than providing an opportunity 
to create new visions, however, the
preparation of the “city visions” proved
merely an instrumental requirement for
accessing the funding.

The review highlighted the differences in
economic performance between Scotland’s
cities.As the capital, and the site of the
new Parliament, Edinburgh is capitalizing
on its established economic, financial
and strengthened political status. In sharp
contrast, the post-industrial cities of
Glasgow and Dundee continue to confront
complex processes of restructuring.
Significantly, and in parallel to the city
visions, there has been a resurgence of
interest in city marketing.While
visioning and marketing are separate
concepts and activities, in practice they
are integral to the communication
strategies that are used to socially
reconstruct our visions of cities.

Glasgow, for example, recently launched
a fresh marketing campaign,“Glasgow:
The New Black”, part of its re-imaging
to promote and capture a competitive
advantage.Aberdeen is the established
oil and gas capital of Europe.The decline
of this resource, however, is demanding
a new vision, hence the shift to
emphasize the importance of renewable
energy.Aberdeen’s new city vision is
based on the related marketing activities
of energizing change.The marketing
strap-line,“Dundee: City of Discovery”,
reflects the city’s links with the River
Tay where Captain Scott’s ship,
Discovery, is moored. Dundee’s city
vision is being put into effect by soft
marketing in combination with hard
planning interventions in the form of a
waterfront master plan.

Scotland’s more recent cities, Stirling
and Inverness, face different challenges
to those of the established cities.
Particular institutional challenges are at
issue as these cities seek to assert their
new city status. Both affirm innovative
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ideas to implement the vision, such as
creating urban regeneration companies
to focus on disadvantaged areas, as in
Stirling, and designing a business
improvement district to rejuvenate the
Inverness town centre. Significantly,
particular emphasis is placed on the
collective visionary processes deployed
in drawing up their respective city
visions. Inverness, for example, badges
its city vision as community planning in
action.This illustrates how, for Inverness,
the city vision is part and parcel of a
broader and more comprehensive
community visioning process for this
nascent city.This contrasts with the
relatively more instrumental use of the
city vision idea by the more established
cities.Their status and direction were
already in place. Here, to meet the
requirements of the Growth Fund, the
city visions drew on existing proposals
and projects.Whether these city visions
added value, however, is questionable.

A New Vision of Planning?
Much is expected of planning visionaries
and visioning in the 21st century.The
Scottish city visions demonstrate the
diversity of process and product associated
with this approach to modern city
development.Yet, there is little evidence
that the visioning processes have changed
patterns of leadership or built new ways
of understanding. It is also doubtful
whether this particular use of visioning
represents a new way of bringing
community ideas forward. It is critical
that one asks whether such use of
visioning will mobilize the necessary
investment, infrastructure and land
development to put the city visions into
effect. Finally, there is little evidence that
the city vision process will further
Scotland’s vision for economic growth
and competitiveness.

In general, cheerful and optimistic
visions are being articulated through
city marketing activities.Yet, the use of
symbolism, images and metaphors alone
cannot deliver tangible economic
outcomes.Visionary ideals may turn out
to be simply pipe dreams without the
necessary infrastructure and development.
Equally, doom and gloom visioning may
backfire and have negative outcomes.
In Scotland, there appears to be no one

accepted understanding of visionary

practice by government at central and
local levels. Further, in the case of
individual cities, visioning is being
translated into action in different
ways—economic development, city
marketing and community planning—
resulting in a confusion of parallel
visioning products and processes. ■

Deborah Peel, BA, MATP, MAHE, MRTPI,
ILTM and Professor Greg Lloyd, Head of
School, are based at The Geddes Institute,
School of Town and Regional Planning, University 
of Dundee, Scotland.They can be contacted at:
d.peel@dundee.ac.uk and
m.g.lloyd@dundee.ac.uk
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An opportunity exists for the export
of Canadian planning expertise to

China. Planners—and lawyers with
expertise in land use planning issues—
should consider looking for clients in
the People’s Republic of China. Many
municipalities there are moving, albeit
slowly, toward a system that has some
of the features of the system that
prevails in Canada.

The author was invited to be one of
two Western experts participating in a
seminar held in Beijing in December
2003 on the theme “Public Hearings in
Administrative Decision-Making”.The
emphasis was on the potential for use
of public hearings in land use planning
matters. Cosponsored by the China
University of Political Science and Law
and the National Democratic Institute
for International Affairs of Washington,
District of Columbia, the event marks a
significant, although small, step forward
in the democratization of the People’s
Republic.

LAND USE PLANNING
IN CHINA: The Emergence

of a Western Model
by Howard M. Epstein

Summary 
China’s long and slow process of transformation into a more open society now has a land use planning dimension. Formerly seen only 

as a subject for professionals, planning is increasingly seen as a public process. Public hearings have started to be used to attempt 
to resolve some highly contentious issues.This is in an early stage of planning’s evolution in China, and bureaucrats and academics 

are looking to learn from Western models.

Sommaire
La longue et lente transformation de la Chine en une société plus ouverte comporte désormais un volet consacré à la planification de

l’utilisation des terres. Considérée autrefois comme un domaine réservé aux spécialistes, la planification est de plus en plus perçue comme
une démarche publique. Des audiences publiques ont débuté afin de tenter de résoudre des questions hautement controversées.
Il s’agit là d’une étape précoce de l’évolution de l’urbanisme en Chine, et bureaucrates comme universitaires tentent de tirer parti 

des acquis découlant des modèles occidentaux.

New office tower in Beijng. An attempt is often made to incorporate traditional Chinese architectural features 
as in this building.
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The government in China has never had
a tradition of openness at any stage of
its history. However, the conditions now
seem appropriate for moves in that
direction. In the past few years, some
high profile sets of public hearings were
held concerning the fares for rail and air
transportation. Both sets of hearings
were televised, and helped to focus the
public appetite for participation in the
decision-making process. Participants in
the seminar were clear that public hearings
are now a “hot topic”.They were
equally clear that land use is the likely
next area for application of this process.

The transformation of the Chinese
economy from one that is completely
centrally planned and controlled to one
that has many of the elements of free-
enterprise competition has had an
enormous impact on land users.The
boom in economic activity, along with
increased urbanization, has led to
significant amounts of new construction
activity in the cities.As office and
apartment towers have gone up, many
older neighbourhoods have been razed.
Clashes of interests have led to a focus
on inadequate property rights, lack of
openness in government decision-making
and instances of corruption. Discontent
with the existing system has been
manifested in demonstrations and self-
immolations, and in a desire for a changed
system. Formalized planning is the device
that has evolved in the West to resolve
land use conflicts.

There is no point in being naive or overly
optimistic about the prospects for local
government as a manifestation of
grassroots democracy in China. In some
recent developments, a tenants rights
activist who was elected to the Beijing
municipal council was detained by police
during protests aimed at halting the
construction of apartments on green
space that was promised to be
maintained as part of a housing
development.Also, in Hong Kong local
elections, where a non-Communist
Party opposition won a significant
number of seats in elections in July
2003, accompanied by a 500,000-person
peaceful demonstration against the
special territory’s government, Beijing

Small neighbourhood school in Beijing. Low rise "hutong" are being demolished to make way for much larger buildings.

New construction in Beijing which is very Western in design.
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reacted by issuing cautions against too
rapid reforms. In Shanghai, a lawyer
advocating on behalf of tenants was
sentenced to three years in prison for
“illegally providing state secrets to a
foreign organization”; the foreign
organization was Human Rights Watch,
and the information had to do with
tenants being evicted to make way for
the building of condominiums.This is all
too typical of a government fearful of
openness and challenges to its power,
and unwilling to relinquish authority too
rapidly. Nonetheless, China became a
member of the World Trade Organization.
Relying extensively on foreign investment,
it is now some 25 years along in its
attempt to develop some form of
“market socialism”, and is increasingly
prepared to recognize private property.
All of this sets the stage for the creation
of a legal system along lines familiar in
the West.

The 1989 City Planning Act provides a
legal framework for urban planning, but
there is no requirement for public
involvement.The prevailing view has been
that planning is a matter for experts,
and if particular interests are to be
consulted, this is done through informal
discussion meetings (zuotian hui) or
formal discussion meetings (lunzheng hui).
The word hearing (ting) first appeared
in Chinese law in 1996.There is every
reason to think that formal hearings will

become mandatory for some aspects of
land use planning and decision-making in
the near future.At the same time, serious
bureaucratic concerns exist about cost,
the potential for delay if many thousands
of citizens choose to participate, and
whether the expertise exists to conduct
proper hearings.

With billions of dollars of construction
underway each year, the local joke is
that “the crane has become the national
bird of China.” But given the size of this
economic activity, which is going on at
exactly the same time as society is
opening up in terms of transparency and
debate, land use planning issues are
becoming very important. Many citizens
in Canada express frustration in their

dealings with city hall, but there is no
doubt that our system bears many of the
stamps of democracy and fundamental
fairness.The Chinese are clearly aware
that they can learn from Western
experience, and are looking here for
some leadership in the transfer of
knowledge and experience gained through
what is by now a century of formalized
land use planning in Canada. ■

Howard M. Epstein, MA, LLB, is Adjunct
Professor, Faculty of Law, Dalhousie University,
Halifax, where he teaches land use and land use
planning law.
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By the time this issue of Plan Canada finds its way into the

world, the Canadian Association of Planning Students/

L’Association canadienne des étudiants en aménagement et

urbanisme (CAPS/ACEAU) will have held its annual conference.

Hosted by University of Toronto planning students from

February 2 to 5, this year’s conference will have brought

students from across Canada to discuss the issues of cities in

transition.As publication deadlines do not allow me to report

on what did happen, I will use this edition of the “Learning

Curve” to offer my thoughts on what might be (and probably

will be) discussed.

What first comes to my mind when I think of cities in transition

are the tremendous changes that are happening in Canada’s

urban cores. Downtown living is once again becoming

fashionable and viable.While not all housing types are

available, high-rise apartments and conversion projects are

offering new possibilities.As planning students and observers

of urban form know, the old houses that can still be found

tucked between commercial buildings are evidence that our

downtowns were not always residential voids. However, as

housing returns to the urban core, are we at risk of losing

viable commercial space? Lack of commercial viability is

supporting the current conversions, but what about the long-

term picture? How do planners ensure that housing does not

fragment the urban core and put it at risk as a commercial

centre? Given the level of development that is happening, the

risk of this is likely low, but it is still an issue to be considered.

Our cities also face tremendous transition at the fringe.

As densities increase in the urban core, lower density

developments are pushing the urban fringe. Some of this growth

comes from the cities, but it also happens on a regional level

as bedroom communities expand.Although these developments

create housing options that are not available in the core, they

also increase the pressure on our transportation systems.A

continued reliance on private vehicles, coupled with community

designs that do not support viable public transportation, is

leading to increased congestion on our highways.

Why do our cities have cores filled with condos and fringes of

mini-vans? Developers and councils say they are just responding

to demand. Consumers are pushing the demand based on the

marketing and options being provided. I think that as our cities

undergo transition, so too must our profession. Student planners

need to hone their marketing and communication skills and

take up the challenge presented by the professional planners

across Canada who quietly, and sometimes not so quietly,

challenge the status quo.We as student planners are not

merely public sector facilitators who bow to the directions

given by councils, communities and developers.We have a

responsibility to use our experience and education to shape

our changing communities. By putting ourselves in the middle

of the transition, we can have a significant and positive impact

on our cities.

I am confident that our conference provided us with an

opportunity to exchange ideas and begin building networks

that will serve us well in our professional careers.As we undergo

the transition from students to practising planners, I hope that

we will have the conviction to put ourselves in the middle of

the action and support the transition of our profession and

our cities. ■

Susanne Glenn is enrolled in McGill University’s Master of Urban Planning
program and can be reached at: Susanne.glenn@mail.mcgill

CITIES IN TRANSITION
by Susanne Glenn

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS

Plan Canada encourages Canadian planners and urban designers
to submit articles related to various urban design issues 

and best practices. 

For more information, please contact
Sinisa (Sonny) Tomic, Senior Urban Designer

Downtown Planning Section
Land Use Planning and Policy #8117

Planning, Development and Assessment Department 
City of Calgary, Alberta, Canada P2P 2M5

T: 403-268-5921 • F: 403-268-3542
E: sonny.tomic@calgary.ca

THE LEARNING CURVE
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Au moment de la sortie de ce numéro de Plan Canada,

la conférence annuelle de l’Association canadienne des

étudiants en aménagement et urbanisme sera chose faite.Tenue

par les étudiants en urbanisme de l’Université de Toronto du 

2 au 5 février, la conférence de cette année aura réuni des

étudiants de toutes les régions du Canada pour discuter des

villes en transition. Comme la date de tombée de ce numéro

ne me permet pas de vous rendre compte de ce qui s’est

passé à la conférence, je profite de la rubrique « L’acquisition

du savoir » de ce numéro pour vous parler des sujets qui,

selon moi, pourraient être abordés (et qui le seront probablement).

Lorsque je songe aux villes en transition, c’est le bouleversement

actuel des centres urbains du Canada qui me vient d’abord à

l’esprit. Le vent a de nouveau tourné : il est redevenu à la

mode – et possible – d’habiter au centre-ville. Si tous les types

de logement imaginables n’y sont pas forcément disponibles,

les tours d’appartements et les projets de conversion offrent

néanmoins des possibilités nouvelles. Comme le savent les

étudiants en urbanisme et ceux qui suivent l’évolution des

formes urbaines, les vieilles maisons qui demeurent nichées

entre les commerces prouvent que les centres de nos villes

n’ont pas toujours été vides d’habitations. Cependant, alors

que le résidentiel réintègre le centre des villes, est-ce au

risque de perdre des espaces commerciaux viables? C’est

justement l’absence de viabilité commerciale qui motive les

conversions actuelles, mais qu’en est-il du portrait à long

terme? Que font les urbanistes pour faire en sorte que les

logements ne fragmentent pas le cœur des villes et menacent

le centre d’affaires? Compte tenu du degré de développement

en cours, le risque est vraisemblablement faible, mais il demeure

qu’il s’agit d’un enjeu dont il faut tenir compte.

La frange urbaine connaît aussi une transition énorme. À mesure

que la densité augmente dans le centre, les développements

de moindre densité repoussent de la frange urbaine. Cette

croissance vient en partie des villes, mais elle survient aussi 

à l’échelon régional, avec l’expansion des banlieues-dortoirs.

Si ces développements engendrent des options en matière de

logement qui n’existent pas dans les centres, ils augmentent le

fardeau imputé aux réseaux de transport. La popularité soutenue

de la voiture privée, doublée d’aménagements des communautés

qui ne favorisent pas la viabilité des transports en commun,

contribuent à la congestion sans cesse croissante sur les routes.

Pourquoi donc les villes sont telles que le centre regorge de

condominiums et la frange, de fourgonnettes? Les promoteurs

et les conseils municipaux déclarent qu’ils se contentent de

répondre à la demande. Les consommateurs stimulent la

demande en réponse aux stratégies de marketing qui les ciblent

et aux options qui leur sont offertes. Je suis d’avis qu’alors

même que nos villes sont en transition, la profession doit

l’être également. Les étudiants en urbanisme doivent aiguiser

leurs compétences en marketing et en communication et

relever le défi que lancent les urbanistes professionnels de

tout le pays qui questionnent doucement, et parfois moins, le

statu quo. Nous, à titre d’étudiants en urbanisme, ne sommes

pas simplement des facilitateurs du secteur public qui se plient

aux directives énoncées par les conseils, les collectivités et les

promoteurs. Il nous incombe d’appliquer notre expérience et

notre instruction pour façonner nos collectivités changeantes.

En nous plaçant au cœur de la transition, nous pouvons avoir

une incidence profonde et productive sur les villes.

Je suis convaincue que notre conférence nous aura donné

l’occasion d’échanger des idées et de commencer à forger des

réseaux qui s’avéreront précieux en cours de carrière.Alors

que nous faisons la transition des études à l’exercice de la

profession, j’espère que nous aurons le courage de pénétrer

dans le feu de l’action et d’appuyer la transition que connaissent

notre profession et nos villes. ■

Susanne Glenn est inscrite au programme de maîtrise en urbanisme de
l’Université McGill. On peut la joindre par courriel à : Susanne.glenn@mail.mcgill

VILLES EN TRANSITION
par Susanne Glenn

L’ACQUISITION DU SAVOIR
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As part of the +30 Network 
initiative, the City of Calgary is

making big plans, including a series 
of visions for its downtown.The
“umbrella plan” has been branded as
“imagineCALGARY”.The +30 Network
is an initiative to create a 100-year
vision and goals for the entire city to
ensure that quality of life remains high
over the long term.The planned two-
year process will engage the public,
business community and government
stakeholders in a broad-based dialogue.

The rationale for the 100-year time
horizon is that it transcends typical urban
planning by providing the opportunity to
think big and pro-actively address the
issues and opportunities that will shape
our future.This concept is not new to
Calgary. In 1914, the British town
planner Thomas Mawson presented a
farsighted plan for the future development
of Calgary.The Mawson Plan was a classic
“City Beautiful” plan that presented a
richly detailed and illustrated grand
vision.To get to this vision, Mr. Mawson
needed to stretch beyond the existing
built-form of the time. His elaborate
vision was for a future Paris of the
prairies. In his address to the City
Planning Commission, he stated:1

“In examining the plans it is also
necessary to remember that they are

CALGARY’S MIDTOWN:
Actively Shaping a 100-Year Vision

by Michael von Hausen, Larry Pollock and Thom Mahler

Summary
In January 2004,The City of Calgary joined the +30 Network, a growing network of global cities and regions committed to long-term quality
of life.The network is sponsored by the International Centre for Sustainable Cities, headquartered in Vancouver.The goal is to bring together

at least 30 global cities, working in partnership through a multistakeholder approach, to develop 100-year visions of sustainability for 
their communities.

Sommaire
En janvier 2004, la ville de Calgary s’est jointe à +30 Network, un réseau en expansion de villes et de régions du monde qui s’engagent à
l’égard de la qualité de vie à long terme. Le réseau est parrainé par le Centre international pour le développement durable des villes, dont

le siège social est à Vancouver. Ce réseau a pour objet de réunir au moins 30 villes de par le monde qui travailleront ensemble, en
partenariat selon une approche fondée sur des intéressés multiples, à élaborer des visions de 100 ans pour le développement durable 

des collectivités participantes..

URBAN DESIGN

The Macleod Stampede Trail.
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preliminary, and make no attempt at
finality. Before the task of city planning
is completed it will be necessary that…
detailed plans shall be made for… other
portions of the City, but this need only
be done from time to time as they are
called for, and as development proceeds,
and, consequently, what at first sight
may appear to be a stupendous task,
will be accomplished so gradually that it
will cause a burden to no one.”

However, with the start of World War I,
some of the grander ideas were put to
rest. Mr. Mawson’s vision did live on,
however, through the early and ongoing
appreciation and protection of the natural
form of the city, its views, its rivers and
its escarpments. Future inner-city
subdivision patterns and land use plans
would borrow from his thinking as well.

Using the Mawson Plan as inspiration,
the City of Calgary’s Downtown and
Inner-City Planning Section wanted to
undertake a 100-year urban design
strategy for a large area of Calgary’s
inner-city known as Midtown. Midtown,
just south of the main downtown
commercial core, is one of Calgary’s
oldest areas and encompasses a diverse
and eclectic mix of uses and buildings,
from heritage warehouses to modern
offices and funky retail stores and
restaurants.The area has immense
potential over the long term to be one
of Calgary’s most authentic urban districts.
The City needed to develop a vision that
could inspire the development of a truly
great urban area over the long term.

The Made in Midtown Vision is a landmark
urban design document in Canada. Like
the Mawson Plan, it is farsighted and
reaches out 100 years. It provides a
comprehensive 100-year vision (three
generations) for a 160-hectare (400 acre)
section bordering the southern edge of
downtown that incorporates some of
the most important heritage landmarks
in Calgary.The plan not only includes
physical urban design but neighbourhood
planning, land economics, demographics
and transportation planning/engineering.
Having incorporated an interdisciplinary
team that brought the necessary
expertise to the project, the plan is

truly comprehensive.The planning
process incorporated a design and
planning “charrette” that involved the
major stakeholders in the process
including business, community and
revitalization interests.

The plan is concise and well illustrated
to motivate the various stakeholders to

embrace parts, if not all, of the ideas.
The document is meant to inspire what
could be when the full spectrum of
opportunities is harnessed in a large
inner-city area.The plan is also practical.
It proposes an implementation framework
that outlines the next steps for each of
the 10 main urban design features.
These features can be implemented
separately or together, depending on
timing, support and resources.

Ten Features of the 
Midtown Vision
The Midtown Vision consists of 10 features
that provide separate visions in themselves.
These 10 vision elements collectively
define Midtown’s future. Each of these
features also provides flexibility for
change and timing of implementation as
they can be implemented as separate
projects or together. Further work is
required to establish their detailed
feasibility.

The Grand Boulevard: 10th Avenue will be
transformed into a grand street with a
central boulevard of a scale similar to
Commonwealth Avenue in Boston.
The boulevard will link the adjacent
neighbourhoods together and create 
an urban greenway connector from
Millennium Park on the Bow River to
Stampede Park on the Elbow River.

The CP Railway Viaduct: Calgary was built
on the railway and the central concept
of this plan assumes that the Canadian
Pacific Railway corridor will continue as
a transportation corridor in the long
term.As part of this long-term commit-
ment, consideration for improving the
bridges and passageways over and under
are described in this plan.

The Streetcar Loop: The Grand Boulevard
on 10th Avenue will also accommodate a
streetcar on its right-of-way that could
be part of an “inner loop” for the
downtown. Part of the inner-city streetcar
loop would run down 10th Avenue, along
1st Street SW, 17th Avenue and 8th Street
SW to serve Midtown and the Beltline
area and connect to the downtown.

The Three Midtown Neighbourhoods: Three
distinct neighbourhoods emerge from the
existing patterns of uses and character of
Midtown. Each is grounded in its historical
roots and builds on emerging land use

View along 12th Avenue.
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and character patterns: the western
neighbourhood of Connaught Gardens
will continue to have a residential emphasis;
the central neighbourhood of Midtown
Centre will focus on contemporary
commercial development at its core
with surrounding residential uses; and
the eastern Victoria Park neighbourhood
will mix commercial and entertainment
functions with residential support uses.

The Stockyard District: A commercial
retail and entertainment zone will be
encouraged adjoining the northwest
corner of Stampede Park.The area will
complement the growing needs of
Stampede Park activities and provide
necessary shopping and entertainment
for Victoria Park.

The East Campus: Education and business
campuses will be encouraged in the
Victoria Park area above Stampede Park
as an extension of planned facilities in
the park.The education facilities will
penetrate into the historic building

fabric of the area and enhance
pedestrian activity, while the business
campus will be on the former Canadian
Pacific rail yards.

The Sunbelts: Building form and orientation
will be an important element in maximizing
sun during the winter months.A mix of
low, medium and high rise buildings have
been carefully placed to maximize
sunlight during winter months in the
parks, open spaces and streets.

The Green Grid: The historic parks and
open spaces such as Lougheed House,
Central Memorial Park and Carl Safran
Centre form a strong foundation to
extend a grid of urban street greenways
north to south and east to west.The
attractive greenways will be complemented
by new park additions.

The Macleod Stampede Trail: A ceremonial
route connecting Olympic Park in the
downtown and Stampede Park will be
an important pedestrian and celebration

route of the future.A generous double-
treed boulevard on the east side is
envisioned to connect the downtown
with Stampede Park.

The Calgary Tower Square: The hub of
Calgary’s downtown may be transformed
over time by a pedestrian bridge and
square that spills out south to the
Midtown area and the Stockyard
entertainment district.The Calgary
Tower will truly be a centre point
connecting the downtown to Midtown.

The plan incorporates all three legs of
sustainability—environmental, economic
and social/cultural—to frame the future
of the proposed three residential
neighbourhoods in Midtown, bringing
nearly 30,000 residents to the border 
of downtown.Together, these new
neighbourhoods complement and
enhance the bordering communities 
and downtown.

The Calgary Tower Square.
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The sustainable features of the plan
include the enhancement of public transit,
conserving the heritage assets in the
area, and creating a grand boulevard along
10th Avenue that would have multiple
uses as a recreation connector and
cultural spine.The proposed building
forms and street designs would maximize
light to the streets and reduce energy
use.The proposed “Green Grid” would
expand the park and walking opportunities
in the neighbourhoods. Finally, the element
of lifelong learning as part of sustainability
would be introduced in the East Victoria
neighbourhood in the form of an “East
Campus” to complement plans in the
Stampede Park grounds.These sustainable

features and the three neighbourhood
integrated land use strategies (mixed uses
and multiple uses) would collectively
form a complete sustainable community
where residents can live, play, learn and
work close by.

In working on the Midtown Vision, the
value of visioning for 100 years into the
future was evident. It allowed us the
breathing space to think of possibilities
that would seem impractical in the
typical 20-year planning horizon.The
“big ideas” will hopefully inspire the
creativity necessary in the short term
to actively plan for future possibilities. ■

Michael von Hausen, MLAUD, MCIP,
CSLA, President of MVH Urban Planning &
Design Inc., served as the Lead Consultant for 
the Made in Midtown Vision. Mr. von Hausen is
also an associate, chief instructor and curriculum
coordinator for the Urban Design Certificate
Program at Simon Fraser University and is an
alumni of the City of Vancouver Planning
Department.

Larry Pollock, MCIP, is a senior planner with
the City of Calgary’s Downtown & Inner-City
Planning Section. He is a 30-year veteran of
planning Calgary’s future.

Thom Mahler, MCIP, a senior planner with
the City of Calgary’s Downtown & Inner-City
Planning Section, previously worked in both
southwestern Ontario and the Lower Mainland 
of British Columbia.
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hile the scale of the problems
associated with homelessness
is obviously much greater in

the United States than in Canada, and
some of the recommendations are specific
to U.S. legislative and policy contexts,
several strategies outlined in the new
American Planning Association (APA) Policy
Guide on Homelessness may be useful for
Canadian planners as well.

The guide highlights how “planners can
play a significant role in reducing
homelessness by determining local housing
needs through their comprehensive plans,
removing regulatory and legal barriers
to the development of affordable and
supportive housing, and fostering
community support for permanent housing
for the homeless.” It acknowledges
poverty, unemployment, underemployment,
and lack of affordable housing and health
care as factors in the rising numbers of
homeless people. It also distinguishes
between people who are transitionally
homeless who may require short-term
emergency assistance and those who
are chronically homeless.The latter may
require housing combined with treatment,
training and other social services.
Advocated is a two-pronged approach,
including short-term and long-term
strategies, to prevent homelessness in
the first place.

The policy guide outlines valuable
priorities for the APA and its chapters
on issues related to active planning
advocacy. It comments on the importance
of interagency partnerships and the
establishment of a trust fund to increase

the pool of affordable housing. It stresses
that national planning bodies need to
educate decision makers about zoning,
development or building regulations 
that may compromise efforts to provide
affordable housing (e.g., ordinances
restricting the number of unrelated
individuals who may occupy a household
residence).

Some key recommendations on which
individual planners might act include a
number of “shoulds”.Three of these can
be stated as follows: (1) Planners should
ensure that every community offers
short-term (emergency) facilities as a
basic life-sustaining service; (2) planners
should ensure that “homelessness”, as 
a specific subject, is addressed in
comprehensive planning documents; and
(3) planners should ensure that local
comprehensive plans provide diverse
forms of housing, in all price ranges,
throughout a community.

In addition to land-use planning issues,
the guide also makes reference to other
relevant subject matter. For example, the
U.S. Department of Housing & Urban
Development “continuum-of-care”
approach is cited, which encompasses 
a range of issues such as prevention,
outreach and assessment, emergency
shelter, transitional housing, permanent
supportive housing, permanent affordable
housing and supportive services.

However, the APA does not critique this
continuum approach.Although the
continuum or spectrum of strategies
seems to be comprehensive, there are 
a number of cautions, particularly when

housing is tied to mandatory program
participation.The “continuum-of-care”
approach may help private agencies to
develop services for homeless people
through one integrated plan.With an
increased emphasis on the rehabilitation
of homeless people through education,
job training and employment, failure 
to “progress”, or comply with case
management contracts within designated
time frames, can lead to perpetuating
ideas about homelessness as the result
of individual pathologies.Analysis of
systemic social and economic contexts or
processes associated with globalization,
the potential for community development,
and a non-judgmental approach (e.g.,
harm reduction, self-help, community
economic development) do not seem to
figure in the continuum.

In summary, although the APA’s policy
guide on homelessness raises questions
about why the potential for community
economic development, mutual aid and
other non-judgmental approaches to
homelessness do not figure more
prominently in the document, it does
provide fertile ideas for the Canadian
planning profession. ■

Rae Bridgman, BA, BM, MA, PhD, MICP,
is Associate Dean (Research) and Associate
Professor, Department of City Planning,
Faculty of Architecture, University of Manitoba.
She is the author of “Safe Haven:The Story of 
a Shelter for Homeless Women” (University of
Toronto; 2003) and co-author of “Braving the
Street:The Anthropology of Homelessness”
(Berghahn Books; 1999). She can be reached at:
bridgman@cc.umanitoba.ca

American Planning Association (APA)
Policy Guide on Homelessness
Adopted March 2003. Available at: www.planning.org/policyguides/homelessness.htm

Reviewed by Rae Bridgman
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Léon Krier: Spirit of Time—Spirit of Place 
-considered to be the most influential person 
of the New Urbanism movement in America 
 
Randall Arendt:  
The Real (Not Ideal) Town and Country 
-a prominent leader in rural design and 
advocate of “conservation planning”  

Keynote Speakers include: 

Venez à Calgary 

Vivez l'expérience unique des Rocheuses et ses scènes captivantes, des parcours de golf 
spectaculaires et des sentiers pédestres à couper le souffle; marchez en plein coeur des 
festivités Westerns du Calgary Stampede; examinez les fossiles au Musée des Dinosaures 
Tyrrell; assistez à des prouesses équestres spectaculaires ou soyez charmé par les chants du 
Festival Folklorique de Calgary. 
 
Si des sujets tels le design des quartiers centraux ou de banlieue, la planification de tous les 
modes de transport, la gestion des milieux humides et autres aspects de conservation naturelle, 
la gestion de la croissance, le financement des infrastructures et les lotissements ruraux 
innovateurs vous intéressent… 

Experience the call of the nearby Rocky Mountains with its captivating scenery, spectacular golf 
courses, and breathtaking hiking trails; mosey on down to the Calgary Stampede for cowboy 
action galore; prospect for dinosaur fossils at the Royal Tyrrell Museum; become exhilarated by 
the athleticism of the sport of show jumping; or warm-up those vocal chords at the Calgary Folk 
Music Festival. 
  
If issues such as inner and suburban design, transportation planning for all modes, wetland and 
other natural conservation issues, growth management, infrastructure financing and innovative 
rural sub-divisions interest you… 

HYATT REGENCY HOTEL, CALGARY 
 

Special conference rates of $149 until June 15, 2005 
Tarif préférentiel de 149 $ jusqu'au 15 juin 2005 

 
 

1-800-233-1234  
quote conference code / mentionnez le code : G-CDNP 

Les conférenciers de marque sont : 

Léon Krier: Spirit of Time—Spirit of Place 
-considéré comme la personne la plus 
influente du mouvement du Nouvel 
urbanisme en Amérique 
 
Randall Arendt:  
The Real (Not Ideal) Town and Country 
-une sommité dans la conception rurale  
et un défenseur de la "planification 
conservative"  

Come to Calgary 

Photos courtesy of Tourism Calgary 
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